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Abstract 

Current biomaterials such as stainless steel, Co-Cr alloys, commercially pure titanium and Ti-6Al-

4V either possess poor mechanical compatibility and/or produce toxic effects in the human body 

after several years of usage. Consequently, there is an enormous demand for long-lasting 

biomaterials which provide a better combination of mechanical, corrosion and biological 

properties. In addition to this, alloys used in high-strength applications possess either high-strength 

or large plasticity. However, a high-strength alloy should possess a better blend of both strength 

and plasticity when used in high-strength applications. Metastable β-titanium alloys are the best 

suited alloys for biomedical and high-strength applications because they demonstrate a wide range 

of superior mechanical, corrosion and biological properties. 

In this PhD study, the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) alloys using inexpensive elements 

(Fe, Mn, Cr etc.) have been designed to check their suitability for biomedical applications, whereas 

the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr (x = 3, 5, 7 and y = 2, 4 wt%), Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) and 

Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn (x = 25, 30, 35 and y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys have been designed to check their 

suitability for high-strength applications. Later, all the investigated alloys have been cast using a 

cold crucible levitation melting technique. 

In the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys, only 2 wt% quantity of Cr is enough to retain a single β phase. 

Young’s moduli of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys decrease from 116 GPa (in Ti-27Nb-7Fe) to 72 

GPa (in Ti-27Nb-7Fe-8Cr) as the β stability improves. The Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys, except Ti-

33Zr-3Fe-2Cr alloy, demonstrate a C15 type Laves phase and a dominating β phase. Moreover, 

the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys show C14 type Laves and β phases. It is quite 

interesting to investigate the deformation and strength characteristics of hexagonal close-packed 

C14 and face-centered cubic C15 type Laves phases in the soft β matrix. Therefore, the 

deformation and strength characteristics of C14 phase in Ti-35Zr-5Fe-6Mn and C15 phase in Ti-

33Zr-7Fe-4Cr, considering the same volume fraction of Laves phase (~7.0%) have been evaluated 

and compared using a micro-indentation method. Remarkably, dislocation activity and plastic 

deformation features are evident in the C15 phase, whereas the C14 phase strongly blocks 

dislocation motion. 
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The Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, designed for high-strength 

applications, demonstrate yield strength from 1048 to 1580 MPa, ultimate compressive strength 

from 1498 to 2140 MPa and plastic strain from 2.6 to 33.6%. Further, the appropriate variation in 

the volume fraction of Laves phase helps in achieving an improved trade-off between strength and 

plasticity. Moreover, fracture analyses have also been executed for the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-

5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys. It has been found that the crack propagates along the 

corresponding Laves phase present in these alloys. The results of the investigated alloys suggest 

that Ti-27Nb-7Fe-8Cr is suitable for biomedical applications, whereas Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr, Ti-35Zr-

5Fe-8Mn and Ti-35Zr-7Fe-2Sn are suitable for high-strength structural applications. This research 

is useful to understand the microstructure, mechanical and fracture behavior of titanium alloys 

used in industries such as biomedical, aerospace, automobile etc.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction and significance 

This chapter gives a brief overview on metastable titanium alloys and information on the problem 

statement of this research. This chapter also details the significance and innovation of the research. 

1.1. Introduction and problem statement 

The last two decades have witnessed an exponentially increasing demand in development of light-

weight alloys for several engineering applications, especially in biomedical, aerospace and 

automobile industries [1]. Titanium alloys are the most preferred alloys amongst other metallic 

materials for these aforementioned applications due to their outstanding attributes, e.g., low 

density, high specific strength, superior work hardening ability, excellent abilities to resist 

corrosion along with very good fatigue behavior [2]. In general, it is difficult to achieve high 

strength and high plasticity together in metallic materials [3]. However, titanium alloys 

demonstrate an impressive trade-off between strength and plasticity. There are three fundamental 

types of titanium alloys: (i) α alloys, (ii) α + β alloys and (iii) β alloys. β type titanium alloys 

comprise the highest number of slip systems and therefore, β type titanium alloys exhibit the 

highest deformability amongst the three type of titanium alloys, followed by α + β alloys and α 

alloys [4]. The proportion of β phase greatly impacts the mechanical and corrosive properties of 

titanium alloys [5, 6]. Hence, β titanium alloys not only help to achieve an improved trade-off 

between strength and plasticity but they also help to achieve enhanced corrosion resistance and 

fatigue properties.  

The stability of the β phase depends on the concentration of β stabilizers such as Nb, Fe, Mo, Cr, 

Ta, Mn etc. in titanium alloys [1]. Therefore, the selection of alloying elements and their 

corresponding concentrations are primarily important phenomena in designing titanium alloy 

compositions for a specific engineering application. Moreover, several electronic parameters such 

as bond order (Bo), metal d-orbital energy level (Md), valence electron concentration, 

molybdenum equivalent (Moeq) and atomic radius of alloying elements are also useful in designing 

titanium alloy compositions either for biomedical applications where low Young’s modulus is an 

essential parameter for an alloy, or for structural applications where high strength is an essential 

parameter for an alloy [5, 7].  
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Commercially pure-titanium (CP-Ti) and Ti-6Al-4V are currently used in several biomedical and 

structural applications [8]. However, CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V are not ideally suited to biomedical 

and structural applications due to their poor mechanical behavior and biocompatibilities [8]. Other 

than CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V, many researchers have presented their scientific endeavors to date to 

develop titanium alloys with the required properties for biomedical and structural applications. 

However, researchers have bridged the gap between the actual and the required mechanical, 

biological and corrosive properties of titanium alloys up to a certain level. Hence, it is immensely 

desirable to design and develop new titanium alloys for biomedical and high-strength structural 

applications. In addition to this, the cost of an alloy should also be considered when designing new 

titanium alloys to lower the overall cost of titanium alloys. Thus, it is also necessary to design new 

alloys using inexpensive elements considering the prospective performance and the cost of the 

alloy simultaneously. 

1.2. Significance and innovation 

Amongst β stabilizers, elements such as Fe, Mn and Cr are eutectoid type β stabilizers, where 

elements such as Nb, Mo and Ta are isomorphous type β stabilizers [9]. Although Zr, Sn and Si 

are considered as neutral elements when added to titanium alloys, the established literature 

suggests that these elements enhance the β stability in titanium alloys [10]. Therefore, the elements 

for new titanium alloys should be selected in a manner where newly designed alloys demonstrate 

very good overall performance at a low-cost.  

The essential requirements of titanium alloys for biomedical applications are to achieve 

comparable strength and low Young’s modulus which should be near to that of human bone (~ 30 

GPa) along with improved wear and corrosion resistance [1]. Nb is quite an effective alloying 

element in obtaining the required mechanical, biological and corrosive properties when alloyed 

with Ti for biomedical applications, whereas Fe and Cr are inexpensive and strong β stabilizers 

which improve strength and hardness and simultaneously, reduce Young’s modulus [7]. Hence, 

the Ti-Nb-Fe-Cr alloys have been designed in the present work using aforementioned electronic 

parameters and Moeq to investigate their suitability for biomedical applications. 

The role of a strengthening phase remains crucial in enhancing strength and hardness of an alloy. 

Laves phases are intermetallic strengthening phases and effective in tailoring the mechanical 

properties of materials for several high-strength structural applications in aerospace and 
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automobile industries [11]. Laves phase precipitation in an alloy depends on (i) the atomic radii 

ratio of relatively larger and smaller atoms, (ii) average valence electron concentration and (iii) the 

difference in electronegativities of relatively larger and smaller atoms, where the values of these 

parameters rely on the type of alloying elements and their concentrations in an alloy [12]. 

Moreover, the binary and ternary phase diagrams of alloying elements also help in predicting the 

Laves phase precipitation in titanium alloys [12, 13]. Laves phases comprising Fe and Zr elements 

are popular and evident in many Ti-Zr-Fe alloys displaying the superior mechanical properties. 

Furthermore, Zr has a higher affinity to be soluble in Ti and other alloying elements, i.e., Fe, Mn, 

Cr and Sn are inexpensive but very reliable to enhance the mechanical properties in titanium alloys 

[5, 10]. Hence, Ti-Zr-Fe-Cr, Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn alloys have been designed in the 

present work with an aim to obtain Laves phase in the microstructure considering their 

corresponding ternary phase diagrams for several high-strength structural applications. Moreover, 

the corresponding microstructure and mechanical behavior of Laves phases in the designed 

titanium alloys have also been investigated. 

1.3. Outline of the thesis 

This doctorate thesis follows the “Thesis with Publication” format (available on ECU website). 

Chapters 5 to 9 of this thesis consist of work that has been published in peer-reviewed journals. 

The outline of the thesis is as follows: 

• Chapter 1 gives a brief overview on titanium alloys and defines the problem statement of 

this research. This chapter also details the significance and innovation of the research. 

• Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review relating to titanium alloys suitable 

for biomedical and high-strength structural applications including the information on the 

microstructure and mechanical properties of the previously reported findings. 

• Chapter 3 describes the applicability and objectives of the present research, as based on 

the literature review. 

• Chapter 4 provides details on the materials and experimental methods used in the present 

work. 

• Chapter 5 provides the design and performance details of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys, 

which have been designed for biomedical applications. 
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• Chapters 6 to 9 provide various performance details of the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-

5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, which have been designed for high-strength 

structural applications. 

• Chapter 10 summarizes the concluding remarks of the present research and also provides 

recommendations for future work. 

• Bibliography of the present work is presented at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review 

This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review on titanium alloys including fundamental 

types of titanium alloys, microstructure and mechanical properties of titanium alloys and suitability 

of titanium alloys for biomedical and high-strength structural applications. 

2.1. Introduction 

Titanium is a transition metal in the periodic table of elements. Titanium alloys are metallic 

materials which contain titanium and other chemical element/s. Titanium alloys are generally 

considered as relatively new engineering materials because titanium alloys were discovered many 

years later than commonly used metallic materials [14, 15]. Titanium alloys became commercially 

available in 1940s, initially as structural applications and then, the usage of titanium alloys as 

metallic biomaterials expanded in the 1960s [14, 15]. Subsequently, the use of titanium and 

titanium alloys rapidly increased in many industries such as aerospace, nuclear, chemical, power 

generation, orthopedic, dental, sports etc. The strength of titanium alloys is almost the same as 

stainless steel but the density of titanium is almost half of the density of stainless steel [16]. 

Therefore, titanium alloys have been considered as light-metals. Titanium alloys also exhibit low 

elastic modulus and superior resistance to corrosion, wear and fatigue-loading [2, 6, 8]. In addition, 

the mechanical properties of titanium alloys can be tailored with a long range of options for 

strength and ductility through the addition of appropriate alloying elements, thermo-mechanical 

processing and additive manufacturing techniques [4, 17]. As a result, it is possible for titanium 

alloys to obtain the required blend of strength and ductility depending on the requirement of a 

specific application. Hence, titanium alloys have become a significantly preferred metallic material 

in many engineering applications. 

Titanium possesses two allotropic phases, i.e., α phase and β phase [14]. The α phase of titanium 

forms below 883 ○C with a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure, whereas the β phase of 

titanium forms above 883 ○C with a body-centered cubic (bcc) structure [1, 18-20]. Therefore, the 

temperature of 883 ○C is considered as phase transformation or transus temperature for titanium 

[1]. The allotropic transformation temperature of pure titanium either increases or decreases 

depending on the type of alloying elements added in titanium alloy compositions [18]. Alloying 

elements such as Al, O, N etc. increase the allotropic transformation temperature and stabilize the 
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α phase, which are known as α stabilizers. In contrast, some alloying elements such as Nb, Ta, Mo, 

Mg, V, W, Re, Fe, Ni, Cr, Co, Mn, Cu etc. decrease the allotropic transformation temperature and 

stabilize the β phase, which are known as β stabilizers [9, 18]. Amongst β stabilizers, elements 

such as V, Nb, Mo, Ta, Re etc. are considered as β isomorphous elements, where elements such as 

Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni, Cu etc. are considered as β eutectoid elements [9]. In addition to this, few 

elements such as Zr, Hf, Sn etc. are considered as neutral elements in which there is no noticeable 

change in allotropic transus temperature occurs. Hence, neutral elements technically do not 

stabilize either of the phases, i.e., α or β [1, 9]. Based on the volume fraction (Vf) of α (Vf, α ) and β 

(Vf, β ) phases, titanium alloys are classified into four diverse groups: (a) α titanium alloys which 

comprise only α stabilizers in alloy compositions and consist a full α phase in the microstructure, 

(b) near α titanium alloys which comprise around 1 to 2% of β stabilizers in alloy compositions 

and show β fraction of around 5 to 10% in the microstructure, (c) α+β titanium alloys which hold 

a greater amount of β stabilizers in alloy compositions and display β fraction of around 10 to 40% 

in the microstructure and (d) β titanium alloys which possess a rich amount of β stabilizers in alloy 

compositions and display a single β phase in the microstructure [14, 21]. The stabilities of α and β 

phases and transformation temperature of titanium alloys mostly depend on the alloying elements 

present in the alloy composition. Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 schematically illustrate the effect of alloying 

elements on the phase stability of titanium alloys [14, 22]. It is apparent from Fig. 2.1 that the 

quantities of alloying elements and processing temperature greatly influence the formation of α 

and β phases in the microstructure and thereby, mechanical behavior as well. The addition of 

required quantities of β isomorphous and/or β eutectoid elements exhibit a stable β phase in the 

microstructure (Fig. 2.1). In case of titanium alloys with β eutectoid elements, the precipitation of 

intermetallic phases occurs either with α and/or with β phases due to eutectoid reactions.  

In general, α and intermetallic phases are relatively brittle in nature, while the β phase is relatively 

soft in nature [16, 23-25]. This means that the deformability of the β phase remains better than that 

of other α and intermetallic phases. The deformability of a specific phase in the microstructure 

greatly relies on the crystal structure [3]. A greater number of slip systems remain active in a bcc 

structure compared to fcc and hcp structures and therefore, a phase with a bcc structure deforms a 

much more than a phase with either fcc or hcp structures [26, 27]. In contrast, a phase with fcc 

and/or hcp structures demonstrate high yield strength and hardness as compared to a phase with a 

bcc structure [26, 27]. This means that α and intermetallic phases are also beneficial to obtain high 
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yield strength and hardness. The requirements of mechanical and corrosion properties change 

depending on the type of applications, where these properties entirely rely on the microstructure 

of alloys. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the microstructure behavior of all three 

fundamental types of titanium alloys and their influencing parameters. A brief review on the three 

fundamental types of titanium alloys has been covered in Section 2.2. 

 

Fig. 2.1. The effect of alloying elements on the phase stability of titanium alloys [14, 22]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2. The effect of α and β stabilizing elements on α and β stabilities of titanium alloys respectively [14, 22]. 

 

2.2. Fundamental types of titanium alloys 

There are three fundamental types of titanium alloys: (a) α alloys, (b) α+β alloys and (c) β alloys. 

Table 2.1 [14] presents varied physical and mechanical properties of α, α+β and β titanium alloys 

which are useful in selecting a specific type of titanium alloys for a specific application. 
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2.2.1. α titanium alloys 

Al is a popular α stabilizing element and its specific strength is about 50% of the specific strength 

of titanium [14]. Therefore, the density of α titanium alloys is less than that of β titanium alloys. 

In general, α titanium alloys are suitable for chemical and other processing industries due to 

comprising excellent corrosion resistance. Various grades of CP-Ti are commonly α type titanium 

alloys. The grades of CP-Ti are distinguishable based on the concentration of interstitial Fe and O 

as presented in Table 2.1 [14]. The quantities of interstitial O are intentionally varied in different 

grades of CP-Ti to obtain different values of strength and ductility, whereas the impurities of Fe, 

C, N and H come from the manufacturing process employed. As quantities of interstitial O 

increase, the strength of CP-Ti significantly increases, where the ductility significantly decreases.  

Table 2.1. The physical and mechanical properties of α, α+β and β titanium alloys [14]. 

 Properties 
Titanium alloys 

α α+β β 

Density + + − 

Strength − + ++ 

Ductility −/+ + +/− 

Corrosion resistance ++ + +/− 

Oxidation resistance ++ +/− − 

Cod workability −− − −/+ 

Weldability + +/− − 

Creep strength + +/− − 

Fracture toughness + −/+ +/− 

 

Table 2.2 [28] and Table 2.3 [17, 29-32] reveal that as the concentration of interstitial O increases 

in CP-Ti, the values of yield strength and ultimate tensile strength (σUTS) increase, whereas the 

values of elongation decrease. Due to comprising an hcp structure, α titanium alloys show high 

fracture toughness, reasonable strength, low forgeability and relatively high modulus. Therefore, 

α titanium alloys are used for low-temperature applications. Nonetheless, near α titanium alloys 

demonstrate superior creep behavior at high-temperatures and are considered as classical high-

temperature alloys. Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V (known as Ti-8-1-1) was the first alloy that was used for high-

temperature applications; however, this alloy also exhibits poor stress corrosion behavior. To 

overcome this problem, Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1S (known as Ti-6-2-4-2-S) was developed by 
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TIMET, which exhibits improved creep behavior. Further research on Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1S 

has revealed that the concentration of Si does not show any unfavorable effects in high-temperature 

applications when added up to 0.5 wt%. Subsequently, Ti-11Sn-5Zr-2.25Al-1Mo-0.25Si (known 

as IMI 679), Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo-0.25S (known as IMI 685) and Ti-5.8Al-4Sn-3.5Zr-0.7Nb-0.5Mo-

0.35Si-0.06C (known as TIMETAL 834) were developed for high-temperature long-lasting 

applications targeting a service temperature of around 600 ○C. 

Table 2.2. The maximum concentrations of impurities present in various grades of CP-Ti [28]. 

Materials 
Maximum concentrations of impurities (wt%) 

Fe O C N H 

CP-Ti grade 1 0.2 0.18 0.08 0.03 0.015 

CP-Ti grade 2 0.3 0.25 0.08 0.03 0.015 

CP-Ti grade 3 0.3 0.35 0.08 0.03 0.015 

CP-Ti grade 4 0.5 0.40 0.08 0.03 0.015 

 

2.2.2. α+β titanium alloys 

α+β titanium alloys have contributed significantly in increasing the popularity of titanium alloys 

because more than 50% of titanium alloys used commercially are α+β titanium alloys [14]. The 

properties of α+β titanium alloys can be tailored using various thermo-mechanical processing 

techniques. α+β titanium alloys demonstrate high yield, ultimate and fatigue strengths along with 

enhanced corrosion resistance as compared to α type CP-Ti [30]. Out of all the α+β titanium alloys, 

Ti-6Al-4V is the most prevalent α+β type titanium alloy for aerospace and biomedical applications 

as it possesses a better combination of above-mentioned properties [27]. Ti-6Al-4V was first 

developed in the United States in the early 1950s, where subsequently, various properties of Ti-

6Al-4V have been rigorously investigated [15]. Ti-6Al-4V was initially used in aerospace 

applications and later applied to biomedical applications [17]. Moreover, the properties of Ti-6Al-

4V were further improved by reducing the concentration of interstitial impurities (O, Fe, H, C and 

N) [33, 34]. The Ti-6Al-4V alloy with low interstitial impurities is known as Ti-6Al-4V ELI (Ti-

6Al-4V  with extra low interstitials) [34]. The presence of V in Ti-6Al-4V produces toxic reactions 

inside the human body [18]. Consequently, Ti-6Al-4V was initially replaced by Ti-6Al-7Nb and 

Ti-5Al-2.6Fe to improve the biocompatibility and corrosion behavior for biomedical applications 

[33, 34]. CP-Ti, Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-6Al-4V ELI, Ti-6Al-7Nb and Ti-5Al-2.6Fe are considered as the 
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first generation of biomaterials developed between the years of 1950 and 1990 [30, 35]. Ti-6Al-

7Nb and Ti-5Al-2.6Fe exhibit better yield and tensile strength than Ti-6Al-4V and Ti-6Al-4V ELI 

at almost the same value of modulus [17]. 

Table 2.3. The tensile properties of α, α+β and β titanium alloys [17, 29-32]. Note that ultimate tensile strength, 

yield strength, elongation and elastic modulus are abbreviated as σUTS, σ0.2, El. and E respectively in Table 2.3. 

Materials σUTS (MPa) σ0.2 (MPa) El. (%) E (GPa) 

α titanium alloys 

CP-Ti grade 1 (annealed) 240 170 24 102 

CP-Ti grade 2 (annealed) 345 275 20 102 

CP-Ti grade 3 (annealed) 450 380 18 103 

CP-Ti grade 4 (annealed) 550 485 15 104 

α + β titanium alloys 

Ti-6Al-4V ELI (annealed) 860-965 795-875 10 to 14 101-110 

Ti-6Al-4V (annealed) 895-930 825-869 6 to 10 110-114 

Ti-6Al-7Nb (wrought) 900-1050 880-950 8.1 to 15 114 

Ti-5Al-2.5Fe (cast) 1020 895 15 112 

β titanium alloys 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr (aged) 973-1037 836-908 10 to 16 79-84 

Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe (annealed) 1060-1100 1000-1060 18-22 74-85 

Ti-15Mo (annealed) 874 544 21 78 

Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al (solution treated/aged) 852-1100 838-1060 18-25 80 

Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (annealed) 597 547 19 55 

Ti-16Nb-10Hf (aged) 851 736 10 81 

Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (aged) 911 864 13.2 80 

Ti-15Mo-2.8Nb-0.2Si (annealed) 979-999 945-987 16-18 83 

Ti-24Nb-4Zr-7.9Sn (hot forged) 755 570 13 55 

Ti-24Nb-4Zr-7.9Sn (selective laser melting) 665 563 14 53 

Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta-0.4O (annealed) 1010 976 19 66 

Ti-22.3Nb-4.6Zr-1.6Ta-6Fe (sintering/960 ○C) - 2425 6.91 52 

 

2.2.3. β titanium alloys 

β titanium alloys contain enough quantities of β stabilizers in alloy compositions and depending 

on the quantities of β stabilizers, metastable β and stable β titanium alloys can be obtained [21, 30, 

32]. The forgeability and heat treatability of β titanium alloys are better than those of α and α+β 

titanium alloys with a wide range of temperatures as β titanium alloys possess a greater amount of 
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β stabilizers [14]. The increase in Vf, β leads to enhanced elongation, toughness, heat treatability 

and hardenability [30, 32]. Table 2.3 compares the tensile properties of β titanium alloys with α 

and α+β titanium alloys [17, 29-32]. It is evident from Table 2.3 that β titanium alloys display a 

very wide range of mechanical properties. This also suggests that it is easy to shape microstructures 

of β titanium alloys using several heat treatments, aging, rolling and cooling processes. 

Consequently, the mechanical properties for β titanium alloys can be tailored according to the 

requirement of a specific application. β titanium alloys demonstrate the lower elastic modulus and 

excellent corrosion resistance and biological behavior as compared to α and α+β titanium alloys 

[18, 23, 24, 30, 36]. As a result of these advantages, β titanium alloys have been extensively studied 

for biomedical applications over the last 30 years [1, 7, 17]. However, β titanium alloys still 

possess poor fatigue behavior and relatively high density compared to α and α+β titanium alloys 

[14]. Researchers in the last 10 years have applied their endevors to enhance the fatigue behavior 

and to reduce the density of β titanium alloys using additive manufacturing along with 

conventional thermo-mechanical processing techniques [4, 8, 10, 37-39]. It can be deduced that α 

and α+β titanium alloys can simply be replaced by β titanium alloys for most engineering 

applications.  

2.3. Microstructures of titanium alloys 

α titanium alloys are usually processed in the α phase field to control the grain size of the α phase 

[17]. Fig. 2.3 shows the microstructure of α phase in CP-Ti with two different grain sizes [21], i.e., 

(a) 10 µm which can be obtained after recrystallization at around 700-750 ○C and (b) 50 µm which 

can be obtained after recrystallization at around 900 ○C [21]. The mechanical properties directly 

relate with the grain size in the microstructure [7, 11]. This indicates that the processing 

temperature influences the mechanical properties of an alloy. 

The α+β type Ti-6Al-4V alloys display lamellar, equiaxed and bimodal morphologies in their 

microstructures [14, 21, 32]. Lamellar morphologies form upon cooling from the β phase field, 

whereas equiaxed morphologies form as a result of recrystallization parameters used [14, 32]. In 

addition, the cooling medium and cooling rate usually influence the corresponding microstructure 

of Ti-6Al-4V. Slow cooling usually leads to the formation of pure lamellar structure with coarse 

morphologies [14, 32]. Fig. 2.4 shows the lamellar morphologies of Ti-6Al-4V at different 
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magnifications [21]. Further, the fast cooling/quenching leads to the formation of fine acicular 

morphologies, which are also presented in Fig. 2.4.  

 

Fig. 2.3. The microstructures of α phase in CP-Ti with different grain size (a) 10 µm and (b) 50 µm [21]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.4. (a) and (b) Lamellar morphologies of Ti-6Al-4V and (c) and (d) Acicular morphologies of Ti-6Al-4V [21]. 

Note that Low-magnification and transmission electron microscopy are abbreviated as LM and TEM respectively in 

Fig. 2.4. 
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The effects of the cooling medium and processing temperature on the microstructure morphologies 

of Ti-6Al-4V can be seen in Fig. 2.5 [14]. The rise in the cooling rate decreases the size of the α-

lamellar structure [14, 21, 32]. As a result, the water quenched microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V 

displays a lower-sized α-lamellar structure than the furnace cooled ones (Fig. 2.5). The size of α 

lamellar colonies are directly related to the corresponding slip systems of an hcp structure and 

thereby, to the mechanical properties [32].  

 

Fig. 2.5. The effects of cooling medium and processing temperature on the microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V [14]. 

 

The effect of three different cooling rates, i.e., 1 ○C/min, 100 ○C/min and 8000 ○C/min, on the 

microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V is displayed in Fig. 2.6 [21]. The cooling rate is also an important 
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parameter to control the final lamellar morphologies of Ti-6Al-4V. High cooling rate usually 

displays a basket-weave or Widmanstätten microstructure, where new α plates form along the old 

α plates (Fig. 2.6b-c) [32]. The equiaxed and bimodal morphologies for Ti-6Al-4V are presented 

in Fig. 2.7 [14]. The formation of equiaxed structure in Ti-6Al-4V occurs upon executing solution 

treating above the martensitic transformation temperature (Fig. 2.7a) [14, 21]. The further 

coarsening of the equiaxed morphologies can usually be achieved by extending the duration of the 

annealing process (Fig. 2.7b) [14, 21]. The formation of a bimodal structure (equiaxed α in lamellar 

α+β matrix) occurs if the solution treating process is performed below the martensitic 

transformation temperature (Fig. 2.7c-d) [14, 21].  

 

Fig. 2.6. The effect of different cooling rates on the microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V [21]. 

 

In β titanium alloys, the martensitic transformation occurs following the rapid cooling/quenching 

from the β phase field [7, 10, 40]. The martensitic transformation usually rely on the cooling rate 

and the quantities of alloying elements present in titanium alloy compositions [7]. Various non-

equilibrium phases such as α' (with an hcp structure and a space group of P63/mmc), α'' (with 

orthorhombic structure and a space group of Cmcm) and athermal ω (with an hcp structure and a 

space group of P63/mmc) form in the β matrix as a result of martensitic transformation [7, 10, 18, 

23, 24, 36]. An α' phase generally forms with an irregularly distributed lath or needle like 

martensites with a size range from 0.5 µm to 100 µm [32, 40]. The size of the lath martensites 

increases as the concentration of β stabilizers in the alloy compositions decreases [40]. In contrast, 

fine-needle (acicular) like morphologies of α' phase form as the concentration of β stabilizers 

increases [40]. The further addition of β stabilizers leads to the loosening of symmetry in the hcp 

structure of α' phase, which finally leads to the formation of α'' phase with an orthorhombic crystal 
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structure [40]. The orthorhombic α'' phase is considered as an intermediate phase that forms 

between α' and β phases. In addition, the sufficient quantities of β stabilizers are added in titanium 

alloy compositions to suppress the martensitic transformation of β phase to α' and α'' phases. 

Nonetheless, the formation of athermal ω phase occurs with a very tiny size of up to 5 nm. Another 

form of ω phase is isothermal ω phase which generally forms from athermal ω phase when 

annealing is executed in the ω+β phase field [40]. In previous research, two kinds of morphologies 

of the isothermal ω phase have been reported, i.e., ellipsoidal and cubic, which usually form evenly 

in the microstructure and therefore, produces the strengthening effect [40, 41]. As a result, the 

presence of ω phase in the microstructure enhances yield strength, elastic modulus and hardness 

but reduces ductility [42, 43]. Hence, the formation of ω phase is not favorable for an application 

where there is a requirement of low elastic modulus in an alloy, e.g., biomedical applications. In 

contrast, ω phase is favorable for an application where there is a requirement of high yield strength 

and hardness.  

 

Fig. 2.7. Equiaxed and bimodal morphologies of Ti-6Al-4V: (a) fine equiaxed, (b) coarse equiaxed, (c) bimodal 

(OM) and (d) bimodal (TEM) [14]. 
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Fig. 2.8 illustrates the transition of martensitic phases as well as the effect of β stabilizers on the 

microstructure of the Ti-11Nb-xFe alloys [36]. In Fig. 2.8a, Ti-11Nb-0.5Fe shows Widmanstätten 

type lamellar morphologies (dark) of α phase with the Vf of 83% along with β phase (grey) in the 

microstructure [36]. The values of Vf, α decrease to 42% as the quantity of Fe increases from 0.5 to 

3.5 wt% in the Ti-11Nb-3.5Fe alloy (Fig. 2.8b) [36]. Further increase in the quantity of Fe from 

3.5 to 6 wt% leads to form the orthorhombic α'' phase with the Vf of 10% in the β matrix [36]. 

Interestingly, the β phase is fully retained in Ti-11Nb-9Fe as a result of increasing the quantity of 

Fe from 6 to 9 wt% [36]. 

 

Fig. 2.8. The microstructures of the as-cast Ti-11Nb-xFe alloys [36]. 

 

The quantities of β stabilizers greatly affect the stability of β phase and their increased quantities 

suppress the Vf, α'', which can also be seen in Fig. 2.9 [24]. It is evident in Fig. 2.9 that the values 

of Vf, α'' decrease as the quantities of Nb increase in the Ti-xNb-7Fe alloys and therefore, the alloy 

with the highest amount of β stabilizers amongst the Ti-xNb-7Fe alloys, i.e., Ti-11Nb-7Fe retains 

the 100% Vf of the β phase [24]. A similar trend is demonstrated in the Ti-xFe-yTa alloys where 

the values of Vf, α'' decrease as the quantities of Fe and Ta increase in the Ti-xFe-yTa alloys and 
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Ti-10Fe-10Ta exhibits a single β phase microstructure as it comprises the highest amount of β 

stabilizers amongst the Ti-xFe-yTa alloys [18]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.9. The optical microstructures of the Ti-xNb-7Fe alloys [24]. 

 

The excess concentration of solute elements, e.g., Fe, Mn, Cr etc., which have atomic radius less 

than titanium in alloy compositions, form intermetallic phases in the microstructure [5, 11]. Fig. 

2.10 shows the microstructure of (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)100-xSnx (x = 0, 2.5, 5 at.%) alloys investigated by 

Zhang et al. [16, 44]. Figs. 2.10a and 2.10b reveal the formation of FeTi and (β-Ti+FeTi) type 
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eutectic phase in the microstructure of the (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)100 alloys with the Vf of 35% and 65% 

respectively [16]. As the concentration of Sn increases from 0 to 2.5% in the (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)97.5Sn2.5 

alloy, the Vf of eutectic (β-Ti+FeTi) phase increases to 72% and accordingly the Vf of FeTi 

decreases to 28% (Fig. 2.10c-d) [16]. This further increase in the quantity of Sn in (Ti0.65-

Fe0.35)95Sn5 alloy leads to form one additional intermetallic phase, i.e., Ti3Sn along with FeTi and 

(β-Ti+FeTi) phases with Vf values of 20%, 24% and 56%, respectively [16].  

 

Fig. 2.10. The microstructures of Ti-Fe-Sn alloys: (a) and (b) (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)100 (at%), (c) and (d) (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)97.5Sn2.5 

(at%), (e) and (f) (Ti0.65-Fe0.35)95Sn5 (at%) [16, 44]. 
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Zhang et al. have also investigated (Ti0.72-Fe0.28)100-xTax (x = 0, 2 and 4 at%) alloys [44] and 

(Ti0.655Fe0.345)100-xNbx (x =0, 3, 5, 7 at%) alloys [44]. The microstructures shown in Fig. 2.11 [44] 

display the ultrafine-grained (β-Ti+FeTi) eutectic phase with different lamellar spacing in the (β-

Ti+FeTi) eutectic phase and the different Vf of microstructural phases depending on the alloying 

elements present in the alloying compositions. It can be deduced from the microstructures 

presented in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 that a high quantity of Fe in titanium alloys leads to form 

intermetallic phases in the microstructure due to the size misfit effect between atoms of Fe and Ti. 

The presence of intermetallic phases works as a strengthening phase and therefore, it is useful to 

increase yield strength and hardness of alloys [5, 11, 26]. 

 

Fig. 2.11. The microstructures of (Ti0.72-Fe0.28)100-xTax alloys: (a) and (d) x = 0 (at%), (b) x = 2 (at%), (c) and (e) x = 

4 (at%) [44]. 
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2.4. Mechanical properties of titanium alloys 

Amongst all the three type of titanium alloys, α+β and β titanium alloys have been used extensively 

for commercial biomedical, aerospace and many industrial applications as compared to α type 

titanium alloys because α+β and β titanium alloys demonstrate a wide range of mechanical, 

corrosion and biological properties [4, 17]. Table 2.3 demonstrates that α+β and β titanium alloys 

show high yield strength and σUTS as compared to α type titanium alloys. It is also evident from 

Table 2.3 that α+β titanium alloy show less tensile elongation and almost same elastic modulus as 

compared to α type titanium alloys. However, β titanium alloys display low elastic modulus, high 

yield and ultimate strength and large elongation as compared to α and α+β titanium alloys [4, 17]. 

Therefore, β type titanium alloys have become the most favorable alloys for biomedical and many 

other high-strength structural applications [4, 17]. 

Table 2.4 presents the compressive mechanical properties of metastable β titanium alloys shown 

in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 as well as other Ti-Fe-Ta alloys comprising the α'' phase. Table 2.4 displays 

that the addition of a eutectoid type β stabilizer, i.e., Fe in titanium alloys increases yield strength 

and hardness, whereas the addition of isomorphous type β stabilizers, i.e., Nb and Ta in titanium 

alloys decrease yield strength and hardness. Moreover, the inverse relationship between the β 

stability and the values of ultimate compressive strain and elastic modulus is evident from Table 

2.4. The increase in the β stability suppresses the formation of martensitic phases such as hcp α', 

orthorhombic α'' and athermal hcp ω in titanium alloys. The elastic modulus of β phase remains 

lower than martensitic phases, i.e., Eω > Eα' > Eα'' > Eβ. Therefore, the enhancement of β stability 

decreases elastic modulus and ultimate compressive strain. The formation of aforementioned 

martensitic phases increases elastic modulus, which is not favorable phenomenon for biomedical 

titanium alloys. Thus, the β stability is an essential requirement for titanium alloys used in 

biomedical implant applications. 

Moreover, the presence of second phases in the β matrix impedes the dislocation motion. 

Therefore, dislocation pileups occur at the phase boundaries of second phases, which increase 

yield strength and hardness. Nonetheless, second phases decrease the plasticity of an alloy due to 

their brittle nature. Fig. 2.12 presents the mechanical properties of titanium alloys shown in Figs. 

2.10 and 2.11 as well as some other Ti-Fe-Nb alloys comprising high quantities of Fe and 

intermetallic phases. The alloys shown in Fig. 2.12 demonstrate an impressive yield strength from 
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around 1.2 GPa to 2.3 GPa and ultimate compressive strength from 2.1 GPa to 2.7 GPa as they are 

comprised of a high fraction of intermetallic phases. However, the plastic strain of the alloys 

presented in Fig. 2.12 remain low as compared to alloys comprising a single β phase [18, 24, 36]. 

Table 2.4. The compressive mechanical properties of metastable β titanium alloys. Note that yield strength, ultimate 

compressive strain, hardness and elastic modulus are abbreviated as σ0.2, εmax, H and E respectively in Table 2.4. 

Alloys σ0.2 (MPa) εmax (%) H (GPa) E (GPa) Ref. 

Ti-11Nb-0.5Fe 796 20.0 2.72 109 [36] 

Ti-11Nb-3.5Fe 932 32.5 2.97 101 [36] 

Ti-11Nb-6Fe 1137 40.0 3.50 89 [36] 

Ti-11Nb-9Fe 1078 42.0 3.27 82 [36] 

Ti-7Fe 1847 8.0 5.92 130 [23, 24] 

Ti-7Fe-1Nb 1785 10.0 5.58 124 [23, 24] 

Ti-7Fe-4Nb 1539 24.3 5.13 115 [23, 24] 

Ti-7Fe-6Nb 1144 32.1 4.18 97 [23, 24] 

Ti-7Fe-9Nb 1010 40.5 3.72 89 [23, 24] 

Ti-7Fe-11Nb 985 41.5 3.57 86 [23, 24] 

Ti-8Fe 1562 17.1 5.75 128 [18, 45] 

Ti-8Fe-5Ta 1062 37.3 5.00 119 [18, 45] 

Ti-8Fe-8Ta 1030 38.1 4.38 107 [18, 45] 

Ti-9Fe-9Ta 1010 39.5 3.75 99 [18, 45] 

Ti-10Fe-10Ta 1000 40.0 3.38 92  [18, 45] 

 

It is remarkable based on the results of titanium alloys presented in Table 2.4 and Figs. 2.8-2.12 

that the mechanical properties, e.g., yield strength, elastic modulus, ductility, hardness, ultimate 

strength and deformation behavior of titanium alloys can be effectively tailored using various 

strengthening second phases, i.e., martensitic α', α'', ω and intermetallic phases. The formation of 

martensitic and intermetallic phases depends on the alloying elements and their corresponding 

quantities. All these alloying elements have their own advantages and disadvantages in terms of 

performance and cost parameters for a specific application. Thus, it is a challenging task for 

researchers to obtain a balance of required properties for a specific application in titanium alloys. 
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Fig. 2.12. The mechanical properties of high-strength titanium alloys comprising intermetallic phases [44]. 

 

Table 2.5. The effects of alloying elements, processing technique and phase constituents on σUTS (ultimate tensile 

strength) and E (elastic modulus) of binary metastable β titanium alloys. 

Binary titanium alloys Processing technique Phase constituents σUTS (MPa) E (GPa) Ref. 

Ti-16Nb Solution treatment α''/β 613 58 [46] 

Ti-26Nb Cold working β 420 50 [47] 

Ti-45Nb Hot rolling β 527 64 [48] 

Ti-14Nb Hot rolling α/β 700 99 [49] 

Ti-26Nb Hot rolling α/β 760 78 [49] 

Ti-36Nb Hot rolling β 810 80 [49] 

Ti-40Nb Hot rolling β 630 57 [49] 

Ti-7.5Mo As-cast α'' 1019 70 [50] 

Ti-15Mo As-cast β 921 84 [50] 

Ti-10Mo Solution treatment β 731 93 [51] 

Ti-20Mo Solution treatment ω/β 823 75 [51] 

Ti-10Ta Solution treatment α' 500 99 [42] 

Ti-20Ta Solution treatment α' 550 82 [42] 

Ti-30Ta Solution treatment α'' 570 69 [42] 

Ti-40Ta Solution treatment α'' 565 81 [42] 

Ti-30Ta Ageing treatment α''/β 892 76 [52] 

Ti-50Ta Ageing treatment α''/β 713 77 [52] 
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The effects of alloying elements, processing techniques and phase constituents on σUTS and elastic 

modulus of binary and ternary titanium alloys can be seen in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 respectively. 

The mechanical properties of an alloy remain different with varied processing methods, e.g., Ti-

26Nb in Table 2.5 shows different values of σUTS and elastic modulus due to the different 

processing techniques used. The type of processing method usually influences microstructural 

phases and thereby, mechanical properties. Therefore, Ti-26Nb demonstrates a single β phase 

when processed using a cold rolling method and the same alloy demonstrates dual phase 

morphologies of α and β phases when processed using a hot rolling method. It can also be seen in 

Table  2.5 that Ti-Nb alloys show a single β phase when more than 25 wt% quantity of Nb is added 

to binary titanium alloys, whereas a single β phase can be retained upon addition of 10 wt% 

quantity of Mo in binary titanium alloys. 

Table 2.6. The effects of alloying elements, processing technique and phase constituents on σUTS (ultimate tensile 

strength) and E (elastic modulus) of metastable β titanium alloys comprising more than 2 alloying elements. 

Ternary titanium alloys Processing technique 
Phase 

constituents 

σUTS 

(MPa) 

E 

(GPa) 

Ref

. 

Ti-35Nb-4Sn Cold working α''/β 630 42 [53] 

Ti-35Nb-7.9Sn Cold working β 600 57 [53] 

Ti-33.6Nb-4Sn Hot rolling α''/β 800 40 [54] 

Ti-33Nb-4Sn 
Solution treatment and 

cold rolling 
α''/β 853 36 [55] 

Ti-30Nb-18Ta Cold working α''/β 530 71 [56] 

Ti-25Nb-25Ta 
Solution treatment and 

cold rolling 
β 530 55 [57] 

Ti-35Nb-6Ta Cold working β 820 50 [58] 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr Cold working α' 732 65 [59] 

Ti-35Nb-5Zr Ageing treatment β 660 60 [60] 

Ti-35Nb-15Zr Ageing treatment β 700 63 [60] 

Ti-16Nb-10Zr Cold working α''/β 520 70 [61] 

Ti-18Nb-8Zr Cold working α''/β 550 75 [61] 

Ti-20Nb-6Zr Cold working ω/β 470 60 [61] 

Ti-24Nb-2Zr Cold working β 440 62 [61] 

Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr Solution treatment α''/β 400 55 [62] 

Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-1.2O Solution treatment β 880 60 [62] 

Ti-32Nb-2Ta-3Zr-0.5O Cold working α''/β 1370 55 [63] 
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According to previous studies, it is also beneficial to add O in titanium alloys because small 

quantities of O suppress the formation of martensitic phases and improve the β stability, e.g., Ti-

23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-1.2O (Table 2.6) [62, 63]. The required quantities of O are generally added in 

titanium alloys through adding titanium oxide (TiO2) [62]. Moreover, the titanium alloys presented 

in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 show low elastic modulus (ranges from 36 to 99 GPa) compared to the 

α type CP-Ti and α+β type Ti-6Al-4V alloys (Table 2.3). This means that β titanium alloys are 

helpful in obtaining low Young’s modulus for biomedical applications. 

2.5. Titanium alloys for biomedical applications 

2.5.1. Need of artificial biomedical implants 

A biomaterial is a substance that has been engineered to interact with biological systems for 

therapeutic or diagnostic purposes. Biomedical implants are used in medical applications to 

perform a body function, augment, repair or replace any hard tissue, organ or function of the body 

that has been lost through trauma, disease or injury [64]. Thus, a biomaterial helps in improving 

the fineness and longevity of human life. The field of biomaterials has experienced a very rapid 

growth due to the following reasons: (a) Incremental growth in the population of aged people who 

suffer from diseases such as arthritis and need  replacement of failed tissue with an implant made 

up of a biomaterial to gain their functionality back [65], (b) A rise in automobile vehicles and road 

accidents (approximately tens of millions injuries per year) especially for young people in 

developing nations [66] and (c) an increase in the amount of leisure time spent on sports activities 

and resulting physical trauma [67]. Biomaterials are usually designed based on the particular 

application required in the human body such as cardiac simulator, hip joint, knee joint, heart valve 

prostheses, shoulder, elbow, dental implants, intraocular lenses and stents [1]. However, 

implantations of hip, knee and spinal joints are the commonly placed implants amongst all types 

of implants. Fig. 2.13. briefly displays the applications of titanium alloys as biomedical implants 

in the human body [68]. 

There is currently an enormous demand for replacement surgeries of failed tissue among old age 

people as the liability of hard tissues failure remains high in aged group population. Statistics of 

biomaterials reveal that more than 7 million Brånemark system implants have been implanted in 

human bodies [1], where more than 1 million spinal rod implants have been inserted worldwide 

between the years 1980 and 2000. Moreover, 250 thousands of total hip joint replacements are 
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being completed every year in the United States of America alone [69]. It has also been observed 

that the number of revision surgeries for hip and knee joints have increased in the last 20 years. 

Further, it is predicted that the numbers of revision surgeries for hip and knee joints will rise by 

174% (572 thousand procedures) and 673% respectively till the end of 2030 in accordance with 

the current rate, i.e., 3.48 million procedures [70].  

 

Fig. 2.13. Applications of titanium alloys as biomedical implants in the human body. (a) and (b) Dental implants, (c) 

Maxillofacial reconstruction, (d) Rib replacement, (e) Knee joints, (f) Ankle joints, (g) Hip joints, (h) Vertebral 

reconstruction [68]. 

 

2.5.2. Degenerative diseases and failure of biomedical implants 

Degenerative disease is a consequence of a continuous process based on degenerative cell changes, 

affecting tissues or body parts/organ, which will progressively deteriorate over time, whether as a 

result of normal bodily wear or lifestyle choices like physical movements, exercise or eating habits 

[71]. Hence, degenerative disease is the main cause behind the replacement of bone joints. 

Osteoarthritis (inflammation in the bone joints), osteoporosis (weakening of the bone) and trauma 

(lead to pain or malfunctioning of human joints) are the kinds of degenerative diseases attributed 

and approximately 90% of the population above the age of 40 suffers from these kinds of diseases 

[1]. The solution to these problems is to develop artificial implants made up of biocompatible 
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materials which can be fabricated in appropriate shapes and with the required properties. The 

functionality of body parts or tissues can be restored with the help of these biomedical implants. 

Fig. 2.14 depicts the various components used in artificial hip and knee joint-implants [72]. 

 

Fig. 2.14. Schematic illustration of components used in artificial (a) hip joint implant and (b) knee joint implant 

[72]. 

 

In current situation, the research findings have been presented with a strong driving force to 

develop biomaterials of the next generation, which should last for a long period of time because 

currently used commercial implants have a tendency to fail after around 15 years of service [73, 

74]. It is also noteworthy that the number of revision surgeries of hip and knee implants have 

increased along with the replacement surgeries. The predicted trends of hip and knee revision 

surgeries suggest that the revision surgeries of hip and knee joints will rise by 137% and 607% 

respectively between the years 2005 and 2030 [70]. Further, the revision surgeries are costlier, 

cause a lot of pain to the patients and their success rates are lower. Therefore, biomaterials should 

be designed in a way that they do not require any revision surgery after the implantation.  

Fig. 2.15 depicts various mechanisms responsible for an implant failure, which are illustrated with 

an example of total hip arthroplasty prosthesis [68]. It is apparent from Fig. 2.15 that an artificial 

implant usually fails due to (i) Poor mechanical properties, e.g., high Young’s modulus and less 

hardness, strength, ductility, toughness and poor wear resistance, (ii) Poor surface and tribo-

corrosion resistance behavior and (iii) Poor biocompatibility. Hence, the orthopedic implants, 

particularly those used for load bearing applications, should possess outstanding biocompatibility, 

very good corrosion resistance in the human body environment and should not be having 
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cytotoxicity. In addition, biomaterials should possess a superior combination of high mechanical 

strength and low elastic modulus, high fatigue strength as well as wear resistance, high ductility 

and good fracture toughness [73]. In the last two decades, alloys like cobalt-chromium (Co-Cr), 

316L stainless steel (316L SS), CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V, have been suggested for biomedical implant 

applications. Nonetheless, certain limitations such as high elastic modulus, poor biocompatibility, 

poor corrosive resistance and toxicity associated with these alloys have been identified. 

Accordingly, many studies on biomedical implant materials have determined that β-type titanium 

alloys show comparable results to the human bone compared to α type and α+β type titanium 

alloys. Thus, there is a still scope to develop better biomaterials using β type titanium alloys.  

 

Fig. 2.15. Various mechanisms responsible for an implant failure illustrated with an example of total hip arthroplasty 

prosthesis [68]. 

 

2.5.3. Essential requirements of biomaterials 

Established literature suggest that the service life of an implant mainly depends on the performance 

of biomaterials and also on the gender and age of a patient [75]. As revision surgeries are not 

favorable for patients, biomaterials should last for a long service period and should not cause any 
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harmful effects to the human body following the implantation [75]. Therefore, a biomaterial should 

be designed considering the following aspects for a long-term service period. 

2.5.3.1. Biocompatibility 

Biocompatibility describes properties of biomaterials in many contexts of the human body 

environment [76]. In this context, the host tissue response with biomaterial and material 

deterioration are the main factors that affect the biocompatibility. It is expected that biomaterial 

should be highly non-toxic, non-inflammatory and non-allergic in the human body environment. 

Furthermore, they should not produce any irritating reactions for surrounding tissues [77]. The 

success of biomedical implants relies on the response of the human body to the implant.  

Thrombosis, adhesion of blood platelets to biomaterial and coagulation of blood are the main 

problems that are commonly related to the biocompatibility. Fig. 2.16 depicts the biological safety 

of various metals considering (a) cytotoxicity of pure metals and (b) the relationship between 

polarization resistance and biocompatibility of pure metals, Co-Cr alloys and stainless steel [75, 

78]. Fig. 2.16 shows that Ti, B, Mg, Si, P, Ca, Sr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, In, Sn, Ta, Pt, and Au are 

biocompatible materials [79], whereas, Be, Al, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Ag might be 

harmful biomaterials [79]. 

 

Fig. 2.16. Biological safety of various metals considering (a) cytotoxicity of pure metals and (b) the relationship 

between polarization resistance and biocompatibility of pure metals, Co-Cr alloys and stainless steels [75, 78]. 

 

2.5.3.2. Mechanical properties and stress shielding effect 

A biomaterial should be comprised of appropriate mechanical properties such as good tensile 

strength, fatigue strength, elongation, stiffness, hardness, fracture toughness and low modulus of 
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elasticity. These mechanical properties should be considered at the time of selection of a 

biomaterial. Further, the behavior of a material in repetitive cyclic loading and/or straining 

conditions can be judged by the fatigue strength of a material. A good biomaterial should have 

superior mechanical compatibility, which means a biomaterial should possess the required 

mechanical properties and should not fail due to insufficient strength and/or there should not be a 

mismatch in elastic moduli of an implant and the human bone. For biomaterials, modulus of 

elasticity is the most important mechanical property and its value should be close to that of the 

human bone (4 to 30 GPa) [80]. The comparison of the values of elastic modulus for different 

biomaterials with that of the human bone is presented in Fig. 2.17 [1, 55, 81]. Of note, Ti-24Nb-

4Sn-8Zr shows the lowest value of elastic modulus, i.e., 33 GPa, amongst the biomaterials 

presented in Fig. 2.17. 

 

Fig. 2.17. The comparison of the values of elastic modulus for various biomaterials with that of human bone [1, 55, 

81]. 
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The problem with current biomaterials is their higher stiffness as compared to bone, which restricts 

the required stress being transferred to adjacent bone. In this situation, the implant carries most of 

the applied loads, which leads first to bone resorption nearer to the implant and finally leads to 

implant loosening. Progressively, as a result, a death of bone cells occurs, this effect is known as 

the “stress-shielding effect” [82]. In addition, the density of bone eventually decreases if there is a 

mismatch in elastic moduli of an implant and a bone. Therefore, a biomaterial with superior 

mechanical strength and low elastic modulus (nearer to that of bone) are highly desirable because 

it prevents implant loosening and can be used for a long service period to avoid revision surgery.  

It is also interesting to know about the age and gender related mechanical properties of the human 

bone. No noticeable difference has been recorded in gender-based mechanical properties of the 

human bone [75]. However, a significant difference has been observed in age-related mechanical 

properties of human cortical bones [75]. The results of the mechanical properties measured for 

different types of cortical bones (such as fibula, tibia, and femur) in two age groups, i.e., young 

age group (age-41.5 years) and old age group (age-71 years) suggest that the values of mechanical 

properties such as σUTS, elastic modulus, ultimate strain and density in the old age group are 

approximately 15 to 40% lower than these in the young age group [75].  

2.5.3.3. Corrosion and wear resistance 

A biomaterial should have very good corrosion resistance and high wear resistance properties in 

the human body because the human body is a complex electrochemical system which is composed 

of many corrosive substances. The compositional quantities of the human blood serum are 

presented in Table 2.7 [83]. The degradation of an implant material occurs due to poor corrosion 

resistance ability after implantation in the corrosive environment of the human body. 

Consequently, the fatigue life and mechanical strength of an implant decrease, which eventually 

leads to the failure of an implant. 

It has been shown that implants induce non-biocompatible metallic debris ions in the body due to 

poor wear and corrosion resistance properties, which produce an allergic effect and toxic reactions 

[84]. Further, low wear resistance also leads to implant loosening as well as wear metallic debris 

causes harmful reactions in the body [1]. Thus, the service period of an implant can be determined 

by its wear resistance property. 
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Table 2.7. The compositional quantities of the human blood serum [83]. 

Cations 
Quantity 

(mmol/l) 
Anions 

Quantity 

(mmol/l) 
Others 

Quantity 

(mmol/l) 

Na+ 142 Cl- 101 
Organic 

acids 
6 

K+ 4 HCO3- 27 Proteins 16 

Ca2+ 5 HPO4
2- 2   

Mg2+ 2 SO4
2- 1   

Total 153 Total 131     

 

2.5.3.4. Osseointegration 

Osseointegration was first referred to by Branemark et al. [85], where three parameters including 

surface roughness, surface topography and surface chemistry are very important in the 

development of osseointegration. If an implant is not able to match or integrate with the adjacent 

bone, as well as with the surrounding tissue, because of micro-motions, then this phenomenon 

leads to loosening of the implant [86]. Thus, materials with adequate surface quality are required 

in order to integrate with surrounding tissue and bone. 

2.5.4. Currently used biomaterials and their limitations 

Metals and polyethylene (a type of plastic) are mostly used in orthopaedic implantations. These 

two materials make a combined joint of an implant in most biomedical implant applications [67]. 

It has been noted that approximately three-fourth of biomedical implants are made of metallic 

materials. CP-Ti possesses superior characteristics for its use as an implant in biomedical 

applications. However, alloys such as 316L SS, Co-Cr alloys and titanium alloys are also used as 

metallic biomaterials. It has been shown that 316L SS does not comprise the required mechanical 

properties as well as superior corrosion resistance in the human body. Therefore, it is used in 

making of bone screws, pins, rods and bone plates. 316L SS and Co-Cr alloys release few elements 

such as Ni, Cr and Co as a result of corrosive effects in the human body [75, 87] and progressively, 

these elements produce toxic reactions in the body [88]. Another problem with 316LSS and Co-

Cr alloys is their high modulus of elasticity as compared to human bone which results initially in 

bone resorption and later in loosening of an implant [89]. CP-Ti was earlier used as a biomedical 

implant material because it is non-toxic, non-corrosive and possesses very good surface property 

[90], but it has low strength and poor hardness. Due to the limitations of 316LSS, Co-Cr alloys, 

and CP-Ti, researchers have developed a new titanium-based alloy, i.e., Ti-6Al-4V as a substitute 
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material of CP-Ti for implant applications with good corrosion resistance and comparable 

biocompatibility. Ti-6Al-4V has been widely used for many years as an implant material in the 

biomedical industry [24]. However, it has been shown that Ti-6Al-4V  produces toxic effects after 

several years of usage due to the release of Al and V ions [90]. It has been suggested that the 

release of these Al and V ions in the human body may lead to long term health diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s disease, haematological alterations, allergic reactions and neurological disorders [18, 

23]. Therefore, researchers have been working on developing new titanium alloys as a replacement 

for currently used implant materials, i.e., Ti-6Al-4V and CP-Ti. Table 2.8 [91] compares the 

various properties of titanium with 316L SS and Co-Cr alloys. It is apparent from Table 2.8 that 

titanium comprises superior properties for biomedical applications as compared to 316L SS and 

Co-Cr alloys. Therefore, research on titanium alloys as biomaterials has been exponentially 

increased in the last 20 years [92] because titanium alloys serve longevity of human life and 

improved health care options for patients. Hence, titanium alloys are favorable for their use in 

biomedical and dental implant applications. 

Table 2.8. The comparison between the properties for titanium, 316L SS and Co-Cr alloys [91]. 

Properties Titanium 316L SS Co-Cr alloys 

Stiffness Low High Medium 

Strength High Medium Medium 

Corrosion resistance High Low Medium 

Biocompatibility High High Medium 

 

The advancement in titanium alloys is a very significant phenomenon in the development of new 

low-cost biomaterials. Many literature studies have suggested that titanium alloys can be a very 

good substitute for a failed human bone or a hard tissue because titanium alloys possess high 

mechanical strength, good fatigue resistance, low density, superior corrosion resistance and 

excellent biocompatibility [1]. Furthermore, titanium alloys possess a lower rigidity as compared 

to other biomaterials such as Co-Cr alloys and 316L SS [78]. The elastic modulus of titanium 

alloys varies from 33 to 112 GPa which is closer to that of bone (4 to 30 GPa) and significantly 

lower than other biomaterials like 316L SS (210 GPa) and Co-Cr alloys (240 GPa) [1, 75]. Hence, 

the issues of stress-shielding effect and implant loosening associated with other biomaterials can 

be solved by developing improved titanium alloys.  
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2.5.5. β titanium alloys as biomaterials 

Amongst all type of titanium alloys, β titanium alloys possess required attributes for biomedical 

applications such as excellent biocompatibility, low elastic modulus, non-toxic and non-allergic 

behavior, good corrosion and wear resistance [82]. In the early development of titanium alloys, 

many studies have been carried out to find a substitute of Ti-6Al-4V and worked on Ti-6Al-7Nb, 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr and Ti-12Mo-6Zr alloys [90]. Ti-13Nb-13Zr [93] was the first β titanium alloy 

developed for biomedical implant applications. Subsequently, plenty of studies have been carried 

out and many titanium alloys have been developed such as Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe [94], Ti-15Mo [95], 

Ti-16Nb-10Hf (known as Tiadyne 1610) [29], Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al [96], Ti-35.3Nb-5.1Ta-7.1Zr 

[82], Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn [2], Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr [97], Ti-22.3Nb-4.6Zr-1.6Ta-6Fe [98], Ti-25Ta-

25Nb [99], Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta [100], Ti-20Mo-7Zr-5Ta [100], Ti-5Mo-4Nb-2Sn [101], Ti-10Mo 

[101], Ti-7Fe-11Nb [23], Ti-11Nb-9Fe [36], Ti-10Fe-10Ta [18] and many other designs of 

titanium alloys with a combination of alloying elements such as Nb, Zr, Ta, Mo and Sn. Among 

the above-mentioned alloys, Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr, Ti-24Nb-4Zr-7.9Sn, Ti-22.3Nb-4.6Zr-1.6Ta-

6Fe and Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta alloys have been considered as the most promising biomedical alloys. 

Nonetheless, these alloys have been designed using expensive, rare earth metals and using metals 

with high melting point temperatures, e.g., Ta, Nb and Mo. The melting point temperature of the 

elements used in biomedical implant applications are mentioned in Table 2.9. The processing cost 

of an alloy comprising high melting point temperatures remains high as compared to an alloy 

comprising low melting point temperatures and therefore, the overall cost of an implant increases. 

Many orthopedic patients from poor financial backgrounds cannot afford the expensive 

implantation bills. Hence, in the last 10 years, an enormous demand for a superior low-cost 

biomedical implant with adequate properties has risen in the implant manufacturing industries. 

Low-cost, non-toxic, abundant elements such as Fe, Cr, Mn, Sn etc. can effectively be used to 

reduce the cost of a biomedical implant [24, 75] and interestingly, the melting point temperatures 

of these inexpensive elements are also less than those of expensive elements such as Ta, Mo, Nb 

etc.  

In addition to this, the solubility of elements in titanium alloys remains a crucial parameter. It has 

been reported that the high quantities of β eutectoid elements, e.g., Fe, Cr, Mn etc. in titanium 

alloys form brittle intermetallic phases [16, 25]. Titanium alloys with a high Vf of intermetallic 

phases exhibit high Young’s modulus, which is not desirable for titanium alloys used in biomedical 
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applications. Therefore, the design of biomedical titanium alloy compositions should be conducted 

considering both performance and cost parameters. 

Table 2.9. Melting point temperatures of elements used in biomedical implant applications. 

Elements Melting point temperature, oC 

Ti 1668 

Nb 2469 

Ta 3020 

Fe 1538 

Mo 2623 

Zr 1855 

Mn 1246 

Cr 1907 

Sn 231.9 

 

Table 2.10. The stabilizing effect of alloying elements used in titanium alloys [9]. 

Element Phase Element Phase 

V β-Isomorphous Pd β-Eutectoid 

Nb β-Isomorphous Ag β-Eutectoid 

Mo β-Isomorphous W β-Eutectoid 

Ta β-Isomorphous Pt β-Eutectoid 

Re β-Isomorphous Au β-Eutectoid 

Cr β-Eutectoid Hf Neutral/ β-Isomorphous 

Mn β-Eutectoid Zr Neutral/ β- Isomorphous 

Fe β-Eutectoid Sn Neutral/β- Eutectoid 

Co β-Eutectoid Al α 

Bi β-Eutectoid O α 

Cu β-Eutectoid N α 

 

2.5.6. Design of titanium alloys for biomedical applications. 

In designing β titanium alloys, it is advantageous to select β stabilizers as alloying elements, which 

help to retain the β phase at room temperature [9]. In ternary and quaternary alloys, it is difficult 

to study the effect of a particular element on the microstructure and mechanical properties. 

However, many researchers have obtained the promising results with ternary and quaternary 
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titanium alloy systems for biomedical applications. Table 2.10 shows the various α stabilizers, 

neutral elements and β stabilizers including β-isomorphous and β-eutectoid elements [9]. 

The DV-Xα cluster method [102] has simplified the design of titanium alloys to a great extent for 

predicting the β stability and deformation mechanisms. This theoretical method (suggested by 

Morinaga et al. [103]) is based on the molecular orbital calculation of electronic structures. This 

method determines the two electronic parameters. The first parameter is Bo which presents the 

overlap population between atoms and thereby, the covalent bond strength between elements, e.g., 

titanium with other alloying elements [9, 45, 78]. The second parameter is Md which correlates 

the electronegativity and the metallic radius of alloying elements. The average values of bond 

order (𝐵𝑜) and metal d-orbital energy level (𝑀𝑑) are calculated using equations (2.1) and (2.2) 

respectively [9, 24, 104]. 

𝐵𝑜 = Σ 𝑥𝑖 ∙ (𝐵𝑜)𝑖       (2.1) 

𝑀𝑑 = Σ 𝑥𝑖 ∙ (𝑀𝑑)𝑖       (2.2) 

where  𝑥𝑖 is the atomic fraction (atomic weight/atomic mass) of the 𝑖 th component in the alloy 

composition, (𝐵𝑜)𝑖 and (𝑀𝑑)𝑖 are the respective values for the 𝑖 th component. This summation 

extends over the components, 𝑖 =1, 2, 3, 4…n. The values of Bo and Md of 3d, 4d, 5d and few non-

transition elements from the periodic table are presented in Table 2.11 [103, 105]. The average 

value of (𝐵𝑜)  and (𝑀𝑑)  for whole titanium alloy composition is calculated using the individual 

Bo and Md values of each element listed in Table 2.11. 

Fig. 2.18 illustrates the phase stability diagram suggested by Morinaga et al. [103], which is also 

known as  𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑 map. The phase stability diagram is prepared based on the average values of 

𝐵𝑜 and 𝑀𝑑.  The 𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑 map clearly separates the regions of α, α+β and β type titanium alloys. 

Moreover, the prospective deformation mechanisms and the values of elastic modulus for titanium 

alloys can also be predicted using the 𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑 map. Generally, the deformation of β titanium 

alloys occurs by either slip or twin mechanisms, which depends mostly on the phase stability. As 

the β stability increases, the deformation mechanism of an alloy changes from twin to slip. In 

addition, the subregion for the martensite phase transformation is also clearly identified in the 

𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑  map. It has been observed that the formation of athermal ω phase occurs near the 
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slip/twin boundary shown in the 𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑 map [103]. However, the formation of ω phase can be 

suppressed by increasing the amount of β stabilizers and improving β phase stability [106]. 

Table 2.11. The values of Bo (bond order) and Md (metal d-orbital energy level) of 3d, 4d, 5d and few non-transition 

elements from the periodic table [103, 105]. 

3d elements Bo Md (eV) 4d elements Bo Md (eV) 

Ti 2.79 2.447 Zr 3.086 2.934 

V 2.805 1.872 Nb 3.099 2.424 

Cr 2.779 1.478 Mo 3.063 1.961 

Mn 2.723 1.194 Tc 3.026 1.294 

Fe 2.651 0.969 Ru 2.704 0.859 

Co 2.529 0.807 Rh 2.736 0.561 

Ni 2.412 0.724 Pd 2.208 0.347 

Cu 2.114 0.567 Ag 2.094 0.196 

5d elements Bo Md (eV) 
Other non-transition 

elements 
Bo Md (eV) 

Hf 3.11 2.975 Al 2.426 2.2 

Ta 3.144 2.531 Si 2.561 2.2 

W 3.125 2.072 Sn 2.283 2.1 

Re 3.061 1.49 - - - 

Os 2.98 1.018 - - - 

Ir 3.168 0.677 - - - 

Pt 2.252 0.146 - - - 

Au 1.953 0.258 - - - 

 

 

Fig. 2.18. The phase stability diagram based on 𝐵𝑜  and 𝑀𝑑 parameters for titanium alloys [103]. 
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Fig. 2.19 [74, 78, 103] represents the 𝐵𝑜 − 𝑀𝑑 map showing the effects of an individual alloying 

element on the prospective trends of 𝐵𝑜 and 𝑀𝑑 values for binary titanium alloys. For instance, 

the prospective trend moves upwards and slightly left for Ti-Mo binary alloys because of the 

increase in the 𝐵𝑜  values and the decrease in the 𝑀𝑑  values. Other than the phase stability 

diagram, Fig. 2.19 is also helpful in selecting alloying elements for titanium alloys.   

 

Fig. 2.19. The prospective trends of individual elements based on the values of 𝐵𝑜 and 𝑀𝑑 on the phase stability 

diagram [74, 78, 103]. 

 

Moreover, Moeq is also an important parameter to predict the β stability of titanium alloys. The 

values of Moeq for a particular alloy composition can be determined using equation (2.3) [107]. An 

increase in the values of Moeq improves the stability of the β phase [7, 108]. Table 2.12 shows the 

critical concentration of various β stabilizers to retain a single β phase in the microstructure [108]. 

It can be seen in Table 2.12 that Fe, Mn and Cr are strong β stabilizers as their small quantities are 

enough to retain the β phase in titanium alloys. However, if titanium alloys comprise more than 

one β stabilizers, then fewer quantities of β stabilizers are required than their critical concentrations 

presented in Table 2.12 to retain a single β phase. 

𝑀𝑜𝑒𝑞 = [𝑀𝑜] +
[𝑇𝑎]

5
+

[𝑁𝑏]

3.6
+

[𝑊]

2.5
+

[𝑉]

1.5
+ 1.25 [𝐶𝑟] + 1.25[𝑁𝑖] + 1.7[𝑀𝑛] + 1.7[𝐶𝑜] + 2.5[𝐹𝑒] 

         (2.3) 

where x indicates the concentration of element x in wt%. 
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Table 2.12. The critical concentration of β stabilizers to retain a single β phase in titanium alloys [108]. 

Element Critical concentration (wt%) 

Mo 10 

Nb 36 

Ta 45 

V 15 

W 22.5 

Co 7 

Cu 13 

Cr 6.5 

Fe 3.5 

Mn 6.5 

Ni 9 

 

Considering the above designing parameters, the alloying elements of titanium alloys should be 

selected in a manner, where the designed alloy composition should have high 𝐵𝑜, low 𝑀𝑑 and 

high Moeq values as discussed earlier for improving the β stability [24]. Elements such as Mo, Nb, 

Ta, Zr and Hf help to achieve high 𝐵𝑜 values of an alloy composition [82, 105, 109] as illustrated 

in Fig. 2.19 and thereby, help to achieve low elastic modulus. Moreover, it is apparent from Fig. 

2.19 that the 𝑀𝑑 values of binary titanium alloys comprising elements such as Fe, Mn, Cr decrease 

with a slight fall in 𝐵𝑜 values as the content of corresponding elements increase in binary titanium 

alloys. Nonetheless, the problem of slight decrease in 𝐵𝑜 values can be compensated by adding 

higher quantities of elements comprising high Bo values in titanium alloy compositions. Although 

the Md value of vanadium decreases, it is not still advantageous as it produces toxic reactions in 

the human body after few years of implantation. It can be noted from equation 2.3 (equation of 

Moeq) that the addition of low-cost elements, e.g., Fe, Cr and Mn in titanium alloys increase the 

Moeq values and therefore, it is advantageous to select these low-cost elements with other elements 

comprising high Bo values, e.g., Nb, Mo and Ta to design an improved low-cost β titanium alloy 

for biomedical applications.  

The tendency of athermal ω phase formation can be predicted based on the ratio of valence 

electrons to atoms (e/a) for titanium alloy compositions [110]. The e/a ratio can be determined by 

equation (2.4) [110]. 
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𝑒

𝑎
= Σ 𝑥𝑖 ∙  𝑒𝑖        (2.4) 

where  𝑥𝑖  is the atomic fraction of the 𝑖 th component in the alloy and  𝑒𝑖 is the valence electron of 

𝑖  th element. Previous studies acknowledge that an alloy retains a single β phase in the 

microstructure at or above the e/a value of 4.20 [74]. The consideration of e/a values further 

strengthens the prediction of β phase stability along with the other theoretical β phase stability 

indicators, e.g., 𝐵𝑜, 𝑀𝑑 and Moeq.  

In summary, it can be deduced that β titanium alloys are suitable for biomedical applications. 

Therefore, novel β titanium alloys should be designed to overcome the problem of stress-shielding 

effect. The design of β titanium alloys requires the appropriate selection of alloying elements and 

their quantities, which can demonstrate low elastic modulus close to that of the human bone. 

Furthermore, the cost factor should also be considered to reduce the overall price of biomedical 

implants. Thus, there is a huge demand for low-cost biomaterials in biomedical implant 

manufacturing industries, which should exhibit a better combination of mechanical, biological and 

corrosion resistance behaviors. 

2.6. Titanium alloys for high-strength structural applications 

Other than biomedical applications, titanium alloys have also gained much attention as light-

weight high-strength materials in automobile and aerospace industries [4, 17]. Titanium, 

aluminum, magnesium, high-strength steels, nickel based super alloys and carbon fiber composites 

are commonly used materials in aerospace and automobile applications [111]. Table 2.13 

compares the various properties of these aforementioned materials for aerospace and automobile 

applications [111]. Titanium alloys demonstrate many desirable attributes such as high strength, 

fracture toughness, fatigue life and corrosion resistance along with low elastic modulus as 

compared to other materials mentioned in Table 2.13. The cost of titanium alloys is considered 

high as compared to aluminum, magnesium and high-strength steel. However, there are many 

drawbacks associated with aluminum, magnesium and high-strength steel (Table 2.13). 

Contrastingly, titanium alloys demonstrate a wide range of properties which can be tailored by the 

appropriate selection of processing methods, alloying elements and their quantities.  
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Table 2.13. The comparison of various properties of aerospace and automobile materials [111]. 

Properties Titanium Aluminium Magnesium 

High-

strength 

steel 

Nickel 

superalloy 

Carbon 

fibre 

composite 

Cost Expensive Cheap Medium Medium Expensive Expensive 

Weight (Density) Medium Light Very light Heavy Heavy Very light 

Stiffness  

(elastic modulus) 

Low/ 

Medium 

Low/ 

Medium 
Low Very high Medium High 

Strength  

(yield stress) 

Medium/ 

High 
Medium Low Very high Medium High 

Fracture toughness High Medium 
Low/ 

Medium 

Low/ 

Medium 
Medium Low 

Fatigue High 
Low/ 

Medium 
Low 

Medium/ 

High 
Medium High 

Corrosion resistance High Medium Low 
Low/ 

Medium 
High Very high 

High-temperature 

creep strength 
Medium Low Low High Very high Low 

Ease of recycling Medium High Medium High Medium Very low 

 

Strength and ductility are two crucial properties for materials used in high-strength structural 

applications. For metallic materials, ductility usually decreases as strength increases. Therefore, a 

better blend of strength and ductility is desirable in high-strength structural applications. Strength 

properties include yield strength, ultimate strength, fatigue strength and creep strength [27, 111]. 

In high-strength applications, a material should be able to withstand high stress applied on it 

without plastic deformation [27, 111]. Thus, a material should have high yield strength as plastic 

deformation starts after yielding. As yield strength and hardness are correlated with each other, 

hardness also increases as yield strength of a material increases [27, 111].  

2.6.1. Strengthening mechanisms 

A material can be strengthened by hindering the dislocation motion when external load is applied 

to a material [27]. This indicates that the microstructure of a material should possess a great 

resistance against a motion of dislocations [27]. There are various mechanisms for producing 

strengthening effects which increase strength and hardness of materials. The fundamental 

strengthening mechanisms are described as below. 

2.6.1.1. Work (strain) hardening 

Work hardening involves plastic deformation during the processing/manufacturing of a material 

[27, 111]. The plastic deformation of a material can be executed by forging, cold rolling, hot rolling 
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and extrusion techniques [27, 111]. This shows that a material experiences a permanent shape 

change at the manufacturing stage, which creates new dislocations in a material [111]. A high 

stress intensity is required in the formation of new dislocations, which remains greater than yield 

stress of a material [111]. The new dislocations then move along the slip planes until any obstacles 

such as solute particles, grain boundary and/or second particles hinder the movement of 

dislocations and as a result, the strength of a material increases [27, 111]. 

2.6.1.2. Solid solution strengthening  

Solid solution strengthening involves the addition of alloying elements with either smaller or larger 

atomic size than the parent element of an alloy composition [27, 111]. Alloying elements produce 

either substitutional or interstitial point defects in the crystals [27, 111]. Other than atomic size, 

crystal structure and electronegativity also influence to produce either substitutional or interstitial 

point defects in the crystals [3, 27, 111]. According to the Hume-Rothery principle, if the atomic 

size of an alloying element is either smaller or larger than that of a parent element by around 15%, 

then atoms of alloying elements occupy interstitial sites in the parent lattice [3, 27, 111]. 

Contrastingly, if the atomic size of an alloying element is almost identical (within 15%) to that of 

a parent element, then substitution of atoms occurs in the parent lattice [3, 27, 111]. The presence 

of substitutional or interstitial atoms in the parent lattice causes lattice distortion, which hinders 

the dislocation motion passing through them and increases yield strength and hardness [3, 27, 111]. 

Solid solution strengthening usually depend on the concentration, shear modulus and atomic size 

of alloying elements [3, 27, 111]. 

2.6.1.3. Precipitation strengthening 

Precipitation strengthening involves precipitation of hard second phase particles in the parent 

matrix [27, 111]. The formation of second phase particles depend on the solubility of alloying 

element in a parent element [27, 111]. The precipitates of the second phase usually impede the 

dislocation slip activities and therefore, increase the strength of a material [3, 27, 111]. The 

intensity of hindering dislocation movement depends on crystal structure, size and amount of 

second phase particles [27, 111]. Heat treatment processes are usually effective in obtaining a 

dispersion of second phase particles in a parent matrix [3]. An intensive strengthening (increase 

the strength by more than 300%) can be obtained in a material using second phase precipitates 
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[111]. Therefore, the precipitation strengthened alloys are used in aerospace, automobile, power 

generation and chemical industries. 

2.6.1.4. Grain boundary strengthening 

The microstructures of polycrystalline materials are usually composed of large sized grains [27, 

111]. The arrangement of lattice in each grain remains almost same; however, the orientation of 

each grain remains different [27, 111]. A boundary which separates two neighboring grains is 

known as a grain boundary. Grain boundaries usually hinder the dislocation motion passing 

through them [27, 111]. This indicates that dislocations can easily pass inside the grain until they 

reach at the grain boundaries. As dislocations usually pass along slip planes, the motion of 

dislocations disrupts at grain boundaries due to differing crystal orientation [27, 111]. According 

to the Hall-Petch relationship, yield strength is directly related to the average size of grains in the 

microstructure [27, 111]. Hence, a greater number of grain boundaries help in increasing yield 

strength and hardness of a material. 

2.6.1.5. Dispersion strengthening 

Dispersion strengthening occurs when small-sized randomly distributed second phase particles 

hinder the movement of dislocations in the parent matrix [111]. The oxide particles, with size up 

to 0.1 µm, are usually introduced in a parent matrix using mechanical alloying method, e.g., 

yttrium oxide [111]. Dislocation cannot pass through the tiny second phase particles due to their 

different crystal structure and therefore, fine dispersed particles impede the dislocation slip 

activities [111]. The dispersion strengthening mechanism is also known as Orowan strengthening 

mechanism [3, 27, 111]. 

Based on the strengthening mechanisms discussed above, it can be inferred that the second phase 

plays a crucial role in dislocation pinning and thereby, strength of an alloy. Moreover, as compared 

to other strengthening mechanisms, second phase particles significantly increase strength of an 

alloy [111]. As a result, dislocation densities remain higher in alloys with second phase particles 

than single phase alloys [26]. Therefore, it is worth investigating the detailed deformation behavior 

of second phase particles to develop an improved titanium alloys for high-strength applications. 

2.6.2. Strengthening of an alloy using Laves phases 

Laves phases are the most abundant type of intermetallic compounds, which form in AB2 type 

alloy compositions [112]. In AB2 type alloy compositions, the atoms of A remain relatively larger 
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atoms (e.g., La, Ce, Zr and B) and the atoms of B remain relatively smaller atoms (e.g., Fe, Co, 

Mn, Ni and Cr) in terms of atomic size [12, 113]. Fritz Laves first described Laves phases, where 

to date, more than 1400 binary and ternary Laves phases have been documented [114]. Laves 

phases are basically categorized into three types: (i) C14 with an hcp structure, (ii) C15 with a fcc 

structure and (iii) C36 with an hcp structure [115]. The prototypes and the packing sequence of a 

unit layer for C14, C15 and C36 type Laves phases remain MgZn2 with ABABAB type packing 

sequence, MgCu2 with ABCABC type packing sequence and MgNi2 with ABACABAC type 

packing sequence respectively [116].  

The formation of Laves phase primarily depends on atomic radii ratio of A and B atoms, RA/RB. 

The ideal RA/RB for the Laves phase formation is 1.225 (i.e., RA/RB = (3/2)1/2). However, the Laves 

phase formation has been reported in literature for RA/RB from 1.05 to 1.68 with the melting point 

temperatures from 7 ○C to more than 2000 ○C. Further, research has also demonstrated that C14 

and C36 type Laves phases have mostly been found between RA/RB ratio of 1.12 and 1.26, whereas 

C15 type has mostly been found between RA/RB ratio of 1.1 and 1.35 [112]. The general range of 

RA/RB ratio (i.e., 1.12-1.26) for C14 and C36 types of Laves phases is within the general range of 

RA/RB ratio (i.e., 1.1-1.35) for C15 type Laves phases because the geometric parameter, i.e., RA/RB 

ratio, is not the only parameter responsible for the formation of Laves phases. Several other 

parameters, such as difference in electronegativities of larger (A) and smaller (B) atoms, number 

of valence electrons and solubility of individual elements in a base element of an alloy 

composition, also play a crucial role in the formation of a Laves phase [12, 114].  This indicates 

that all three influential parameters of Laves phase formation apparently depend on alloying 

elements and their quantities in alloy compositions. Previous literature suggests that C15 type 

Laves phases remain stable at the values of e/a less than 5.77 and greater than 7.56, whereas C14 

type Laves phases remain stable at the values e/a between 5.85 and 7.50 [117]. The values of e/a 

for the Laves phase and the parent matrix remain different, which can be obtained based on EDX 

quantitative analysis [12]. Therefore, the values of e/a are also important in identifying a specific 

type of Laves phase based on previous literature [12]. 

Laves phase alloys demonstrate superior mechanical properties along with very good oxidation 

and corrosion resistance abilities for structural applications in nuclear, aerospace, chemical and 

automobile industries [12, 118]. As Laves phases possess high melting temperatures, they are also 
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suitable for high-temperature applications [12]. Despite comprising these useful attributes, poor 

ductility and poor fracture toughness are considered as drawbacks of Laves phases [116]. It has 

been reported in many research findings that the ductility of Laves phase alloys improves when 

Laves phases precipitate in some soft microstructural matrices [114, 118, 119]. When Laves phase 

precipitates in soft ductile matrix, Laves phases impede the dislocation slips and behave as a 

strengthening phase [119].  

Takeyama et al. [120] have investigated the behavior of C15 type Cr2Nb Laves phase in the Cr-

Nb alloys. Fig. 2.20 shows the microstructure of the Cr-20Nb alloy in which C15 type Cr2Nb Laves 

phase precipitated in the soft Cr rich matrix [120]. It has been reported that the increase in the 

amount of Cr2Nb phase increases yield strength and hardness, whereas Cr rich soft phase helps to 

improve fracture toughness of the Cr-20Nb alloy [120]. 

 

Fig. 2.20. The backscattered SEM image of as-cast Cr-20Nb alloy. The region A shows Cr-Cr2Nb eutectic phase and 

the region B (bright) shows primary Cr2Nb Laves phase [120]. 

 

Wasilkowska et al. [121] have examined Laves phases in the as-cast Fe-Al-Zr alloys. Fig. 2.21 

shows the SEM microstructural images of Fe-10Al-2.5Zr and Fe-20Al-2.5Zr. The bright eutectic 

phase in Fig. 2.21 is Zr rich Zr(Fe,Al)2 (C14 type) phase with an hcp structure, which form in the 

Fe-Al matrix. The high-magnification TEM images of eutectic Zr(Fe,Al)2 phase in the Fe-Al 

matrix are presented in Fig. 2.22 [121]. Wasilkowska et al. have concluded that the hard skeleton 

like structure of Laves Zr(Fe,Al)2 phase on grain boundaries is helpful to strengthen the alloy and 

therefore, suitable for intermediate to high temperature structural applications. 
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Fig. 2.21.  The SEM images of the as-cast (a) Fe-10Al-2.5Zr (b) Fe-20Al-2.5Zr alloys [121]. 

 

Scudino et al. [118] have investigated the mechanical behavior of the as-cast Fe90-xZr10Crx alloys 

and revealed both fcc C15 and hcp C14/C36 type Laves phases in these alloys. Based on this work, 

it has been noted that the as-cast Fe90-xZr10Crx alloys show 1900 MPa of yield strength, where the 

addition of Cr enhances plastic strain up to 17% at an expense of only 70 MPa of strength reduction 

(Fig. 2.23) [118]. Moreover, dislocation activities have not been found in C14/C36 type phases, 

whereas dislocation bands are found in C15 type Laves phase. This indicates that cubic C15 type 

Laves phases can be deformed more easily than hcp C14 and C36 type Laves phases [118].  

Zhu et al. [117] have studied the mechanical behavior of the Nb(Cr,Fe)2 and Nb(Cr,Co)2 alloys 

comprising both C14 and C15 type Laves phases.  In the Nb(Cr,Fe)2 and Nb(Cr,Co)2 alloys, the 

quantities of Fe and Co have been varied up to 66.7 at% with the Nb content of 33.3 at% [117]. 

Fig. 2.24 shows the effect of Fe and Co on Vickers hardness of the Nb(Cr,Fe)2 and Nb(Cr,Co)2 

alloys. It is evident from Fig. 2.24 that the Nb(Cr,Fe)2 and Nb(Cr,Co)2 alloys exhibit the impressive 

Vickers hardness values of more than 850 kg/mm2, which are attributed to the outstanding 
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strengthening ability of Laves phases [117]. Zhu et al. have also found that the fracture toughness 

of C15 type Laves phases remain higher than that of C14 type Laves phases because C15 type 

Laves phases are composed with a cubic structure, where C14 type Laves phases are composed 

with a hexagonal structure [117]. Liu et al. [116] have also studied Vickers hardness and fracture 

toughness of NbFe2, NbCr2, TaCr2 and ZrCr2 type Laves phases in the Cr rich matrix. They found 

the superior Vickers hardness values close to 1000 kg/mm2 and the fracture toughness values up 

to 14.3 MPam-1/2 in the Laves phase alloys [116].  

 

Fig. 2.22. High-voltage TEM images of the as-cast Fe-10Al-2.5Zr. (a) Morphology of eutectic phase on grain 

boundaries, (b) Eutectic region [121]. 
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Fig. 2.23. True compressive stress versus strain curves of the Fe90-xZr10Crx alloys [118]. 

 

It can be deduced when considering the superior attributes of Laves phases that they can produce 

superior strengthening effects in alloys. Therefore, Laves phase alloys are suitable for high-

strength applications at room temperature and at elevated temperatures. The bulk ductility and 

toughness of Laves phase alloys can be enhanced by alloying Laves phases/particles with the 

ductile matrix, e.g., bcc matrix [119]. Hence, it is of emerging research value to investigate the 

various properties of Laves phases to develop an improved high-strength structural alloy. 

 

Fig. 2.24. (a) The effects of Fe on Vickers hardness of the Nb(Cr,Fe)2 alloys and (b) Effect of Co on Vickers 

hardness of the Nb(Cr,Co)2 alloys [117]. 

 

2.7. Application-specific effects of alloying elements 

Alloying elements play a crucial role in tailoring the microstructure and thereby, mechanical and 

corrosion properties of titanium alloys. Each alloying element in titanium alloys behaves 
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differently to one another. Hence, an alloying element suitable for one application may not be 

suitable for other applications. The effect of many individual alloying elements for biomedical and 

high-strength structural applications are discussed below. 

2.7.1. Biomedical applications 

Based on the characteristics of different alloying elements discussed in preceding sections, it can 

be inferred that elements such as Nb, Ta and Mo are the most promising alloying elements for 

titanium alloys used in biomedical implant applications as these elements are biocompatible, non-

toxic and improve the stability of β phase as well as reduce elastic modulus, whereas small 

quantities (up to 8 wt%) of Zr and Sn are also advantageous in titanium alloy compositions for 

biomedical applications. Among the three most promising alloying elements for biomedical 

applications, i.e., Nb, Ta and Mo, Nb comprises the best combination of required characteristics 

when properties including biocompatibility, melting point, corrosion resistance, mechanical 

strength and elastic modulus are considered. Moreover, the strong β-stabilizing elements such as 

Fe, Mn and Cr exhibit sufficient biocompatibility and corrosion resistance and simultaneously, 

reduce the elastic modulus of titanium alloys when the small quantities (up to 8 wt%) of these 

elements are added to titanium alloy compositions. Moreover, small quantities of Fe, Mn and Cr 

are enough to produce the required strengthening effects in titanium alloys used for biomedical 

applications. Although Fe, Mn and Cr are inexpensive as compared to Nb, Ta and Mo, they display 

intermetallic phases and eventually, increase the elastic modulus when high quantities (more than 

8 wt%) of these elements are added in titanium alloys. Therefore, high quantities of Fe, Mn and 

Cr in titanium alloys are not desirable for biomedical applications. 

2.7.2. High-strength structural applications 

A better combination of yield strength, hardness and plasticity is essential in high-strength 

structural applications. Yield strength and hardness relate directly to each other, whereas plasticity 

relate inversely with yield strength and hardness. Therefore, an alloy with high yield strength and 

hardness usually fails to exhibit large plasticity. Considering these points, elements with lower 

atomic radius, e.g., Fe, Mn, V and Cr and higher atomic radius, e.g., Zr, than titanium can produce 

solid solution strengthening which increases yield strength and hardness of titanium alloys. 

Moreover, due to the size misfit effect, the chances of second phase formation remain high if 

elements with lower atomic radius (Fe, Mn, V and Cr) and/or higher atomic radius (Zr) than 
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titanium are added to titanium alloys. The presence of the second phase in the matrix produces 

precipitation strengthening which also increases yield strength and hardness. As a result, elements 

such as Fe, Mn, Cr and Zr are promising elements to increase yield strength and hardness in 

titanium alloys. In addition to this, elements such as Al, Nb, Ta and Mo soften the microstructure 

matrix and help to improve plasticity and corrosion resistance. Zr also shows superior mechanical 

(including high strength and large plasticity) and corrosion properties in titanium alloys and 

therefore, Zr can also be a promising element in titanium alloys. In addition, for elevated-

temperature applications, titanium based Laves phase alloys are effective because Laves phases 

are able to demonstrate high-mechanical strength and very good corrosion and oxidation resistance 

even at elevated-temperatures. In order to obtain the Laves phase in titanium alloys, adequate 

quantities of alloying elements are necessary. Considering the above points, in high-strength 

titanium alloys, a combination of alloying elements is desirable in order to obtain a better blend of 

yield strength, hardness and plasticity along with very good corrosion resistance. 
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Chapter 3. Research applicability and objectives 

This chapter describes the applicability and objectives of the present research derived based on the 

literature review. 

3.1. Ti-Nb-Fe-Cr alloys for biomedical applications 

In the last two decades, researchers have engaged in endeavors to develop β titanium alloys using 

non-toxic β stabilizing elements (e.g., Nb, Ta, Mo, Zr etc.) for biomedical applications. These 

alloys exhibit superior properties including elastic moduli of around 40-60 GPa for surgical 

implant applications. Nonetheless, these elements are expensive rare earth elements. Thus, over 

the last few years, researchers have focused on the design of titanium alloys using abundant, 

inexpensive elements such as Fe, Mn, Cr and Sn [24, 82], but without compromising the 

performance requirements of surgical implant materials. Therefore, both the factors-the 

performance and the cost should be considered while designing titanium alloys for surgical 

implants.  

Nb exhibits excellent performance attributes such as low modulus, superior corrosion resistance 

and biocompatibility along with good superelastic and shape memory behaviors. Further, Nb is 

non-allergic, non-toxic and non-cytotoxic. These aforementioned properties are essential for an 

improved surgical implant material [9]. In addition, the melting point of Nb is lower than the 

melting points of Mo and Ta, where it has also been reported that high Nb content strengthens the 

β phase stability of titanium alloys [109, 122]. The addition of Fe, which is a low-cost and is a 

strong β stabilizing element in titanium alloys, improves tensile and bending strength [109]. Fe 

also reduces the α phase precipitation, decreases the martensitic start temperature and thereby, 

favors the retention of the β phase at room temperature [109]. Many previous research findings 

have reported Fe as a biocompatible element in titanium alloys [123, 124]. The addition of Cr to 

titanium also has attractive attributes such as being low-cost and having β stabilization ability and 

improved corrosion resistance [125]. Moreover, the addition of Cr in titanium alloy composition 

suppresses the formation of an undesired athermal ω phase [126]. Consequently, it appears to be 

an appropriate choice based on the points discussed above to select Nb, Fe and Cr as alloying 

elements of titanium alloys because these three elements may offer a better combination of 

properties such as improved mechanical strength, plasticity and hardness along with low elastic 
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modulus, superior biocompatibility and corrosion resistance. Hence, in the present work, the 

quaternary Ti-Nb-Fe-Cr system has been chosen for the investigation.  

Nb is a rare earth element even though it has been chosen in the present work with an aim to 

achieve superior performance behavior of titanium alloys. The selection of Nb, Fe and Cr elements 

as alloying elements of titanium alloys represents an optimized selection based on both factors of 

performance and cost as discussed above. Previous research findings have reported an elastic 

modulus of around 50 GPa using an amount of Nb between 25% and 30% in titanium alloys [99, 

127, 128]. Therefore, in the present work, the amount of Nb has been selected as 27% in the Ti-

Nb-Fe-Cr alloys. Moreover, it has also been reported in previous research findings that small 

amounts of Fe and Cr are sufficient to create a significant impact on the stability of the β phase 

[36, 109, 129, 130]. Hence, the present work has used 7 wt% quantity of Fe and the amount of Cr 

has been varied from 0 to 8 wt% in the Ti-Nb-Fe-Cr alloys.  

In the present work, the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) alloys were theoretically designed 

using the DV-Xα cluster method [103]. In addition to the cluster method, 𝑀𝑜𝑒𝑞 and e/a have also 

been taken into consideration while designing the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys. Moreover, this work 

investigates the microstructure and mechanical properties of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys with a 

Cr content varying from 0 to 8%. Furthermore, the analysis of the deformation induced slip bands 

around the hardness indentation has been studied to a limited degree to date for titanium alloys. 

Therefore, the analysis of slip bands around the micro-hardness indentation of each alloy 

composition has been studied in the present work. Additionally, the evaluations of the wear 

resistance indices (i.e., H/E and H3/E2) and elastic energies of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys have 

also been carried out in the present work. 

3.2. Ti-Zr-Fe-Cr, Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn alloys for high-strength applications 

Research and development activities on Laves phase alloys have received significant attention 

during the last two decades, especially relating to their atomic structural aspects and attractive 

properties such as superior mechanical strength, hardness, corrosion resistance and oxidation 

resistance [118, 131]. However, Laves phase alloys still experience extreme brittleness because 

less than five independent slip systems remain active in Laves phase alloys and this number should 

usually be greater than five in order to accommodate plastic deformation [132]. The undesirable 

problem of embrittlement in Laves phase alloys can be solved by alloying Laves particles with any 
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ductile metallic matrix, particularly with a material with a bcc phase [118]. In this case, the Laves 

phase plays the role of a strength-bearing component and a bcc matrix improves plasticity [118].  

β titanium alloys comprising a bcc structure, are often the first choice for researchers to overcome 

the problem of severe brittleness in Laves phase alloys. Alloying of the β titanium matrix with the 

Laves phase [119] can lead to exhibit superior plasticity along with high strength, very good fatigue 

behavior and superior corrosion resistance [6, 16, 38, 133]. Therefore, the investigations on the 

alloy composition comprising the β titanium matrix and the Laves phase can provide insightful 

research outcomes in present and future generations of aerospace and automobile applications 

[134]. Recently, many researchers have also studied the mechanical properties of Laves phase 

alloys which had been alloyed with titanium to improve their ductile behavior [5, 119, 135]. 

The selection of elements is a vital phenomenon in designing β titanium alloys because an 

improved β phase stability can only be achieved using β stabilizing elements [18, 23, 36]. Among 

other β stabilizers, the elements such as Mn, Fe and Cr are inexpensive and strong β stabilizers 

that increase the stability of the β phase even when small quantities of these elements are added to 

titanium alloys [7, 17, 136]. These inexpensive β stabilizers work as solute constituents to increase 

the yield strength and hardness of titanium alloys [25, 137]. Furthermore, although Zr and Sn are 

recognized as neutral elements, Zr and Sn can also improve the mechanical and corrosion 

properties when alloyed with titanium [138-141]. Additionally, Sn works as a β stabilizer even 

when only small quantities of Sn are added to titanium alloys [10, 138]. Considering the above 

points, three quaternary alloy systems, i.e., (i) Ti-Zr-Fe-Cr, (ii) Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and (iii) Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn, 

have been selected with an aim to obtain the Laves phase in the microstructure first and then to 

investigate their corresponding microstructure, mechanical and fracture behavior.  

The ideal value of RA/RB for the Laves phase formation in alloys is 1.225 [112]. The value of 

RA/RB for ternary and quaternary alloys is generally estimated by taking a ratio of average atomic 

radius of larger elements to average atomic radius of smaller elements present in an alloy 

composition [5, 12, 142]. This means that the value of RA/RB is dependent only on the geometric 

parameter (i.e., atomic radius) of the elements present in an alloy composition, but not on the 

quantities of the alloying elements present in an alloy composition as suggested by Ishimasa et al. 

[142]. However, the quantities of alloying elements affect the formation of Laves phase as well as 

the volume fraction of Laves phase (Vf, Laves) based on the solubility of alloying elements in a base 
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element as suggested by Thoma et al. [112]. Further, an improved strength-plasticity trade-off can 

be achieved in titanium alloys by appropriately varying the Vf, Laves [5, 11, 143].  

The values of RA/RB for Ti-Zr-Fe-Cr, Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn systems are close to the ideal 

value (1.225) of RA/RB for the Laves phase formation. Based on the values of RA/RB for Ti-Zr-Fe-

Cr, Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn systems, the chances of Laves phase formation are high. 

However, the quantities of alloying elements have been selected considering the binary and ternary 

phase diagrams of the corresponding alloy systems. The following are the three groups of alloys, 

which have been designed to check their suitability based on microstructure, mechanical and 

fracture behavior for high-strength applications. 

(i) Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr (x = 3, 5, 7 wt% and y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys 

(ii) Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) alloys  

(iii) Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn (x = 25, 30, 35 wt% and y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys 

3.3. Research objectives 

This work mainly focuses on the design and development of new metastable β titanium alloys 

suitable for biomedical and high-strength structural applications using inexpensive solute 

elements. The following are the main objectives of this work: 

1) To design the metastable β titanium alloys (four groups) for biomedical and high-strength 

structural applications (discussed in this chapter). 

2) To investigate the microstructure and mechanical behavior of the new Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr 

(x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) alloys for biomedical applications (results and discussion related to 

this objective are presented in Chapter 5). 

3) To investigate the effects of C15 type Laves phase on the microstructure, mechanical and 

fracture behavior of the new Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr (x = 3, 5, 7 wt% and y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys 

for high-strength structural applications (results and discussion related to this objective are 

presented in Chapter 6). 

4) To investigate the effects of C14 type Laves phase on the microstructure, mechanical and 

fracture behavior of the new Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) alloys for high-

strength structural applications (results and discussion related to this objective are 

presented in Chapter 7). 
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5) To investigate the deformation and strengthening characteristics of C14 and C15 type 

Laves phases in β titanium alloys using a micro-indentation method (results and discussion 

related to this objective are presented in Chapter 8). 

6) To investigate the effects of varying the concentrations of Zr and Sn in the new Ti-xZr-

7Fe-ySn (x = 25, 30, 35 wt% and y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys (results and discussion related to 

this objective are presented in Chapter 9). 

Fig. 3.1 presents a brief overview of the design, fabrication, characterization/investigations 

executed for the investigated titanium alloys, research outcomes, applications and benefits of this 

work. 

 

Fig. 3.1. The highlights of design, fabrication, characterizations, outcomes and benefits of the present work. 
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Chapter 4. Materials and methods 

This chapter provides information on the fabrication of the designed Ti-Nb-Fe-Cr, Ti-Zr-Fe-Cr, 

Ti-Zr-Fe-Mn and Ti-Zr-Fe-Sn alloys, methods used for phase, microstructure, mechanical and 

fracture analyses along with the sample preparation technique for each analysis. 

4.1. Fabrication and sample preparation 

The series of Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%), Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr (x = 3, 5, 7 wt% and y = 

2, 4 wt%), Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn (x = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 wt%) and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn (x = 25, 30, 35 wt% and 

y = 2, 4 wt%) alloys were cast from 99.9% pure alloying elements under an argon atmosphere 

using a cold crucible levitation melting (CCLM) furnace. The CCLM furnace is a kind of induction 

furnace which can effectively melt elements having high melting point temperatures to achieve 

homogeneous chemical composition of the produced alloy without contaminations after a strong 

stirring process provided by electromagnetic force. The alloy ingots of all the designed alloys were 

flipped and remelted at least four times to obtain homogeneous chemical compositions. After 

melting and proper mixing of molten raw metals, a rapid quenching was carried out in a water-

cooled copper crucible for all the designed alloys. The Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys were produced in 

the form of cylindrical rods with approximately 8 mm in diameter. For the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-

35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, the cylindrical rods with approximately 4.5 mm 

diameter were produced from their corresponding ingots using wire electrical discharge 

machining. Note that the cylindrical rods were taken out from the center of the ingots in order to 

avoid the rapid cooling effect at outer regions of the ingots in the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-

xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys. 

The cylindrical rods of all the designed alloys were cut using a Buehler Isomet 1000 low-speed 

precision saw in order to evaluate their microstructure and mechanical behavior. For 

microstructural analyses, the samples were ground using silicon carbide papers up to 4000 grits 

and then polished using a Struers MD-Chem polishing cloth with a suspension liquid of Struers 

OP-S colloidal silica. For all the designed alloys, all the grinding and polishing operations were 

performed using standard metallographic procedures. The samples of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys 

were etched after polishing using Kroll’s reagent (30 vol.% nitric acid, 5 vol.% hydrofluoric acid 

and 65 vol.% water) for the microstructure analyses. 
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4.2. Phase and microstructure analyses 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests were carried out for the phase analyses using a PANalytical 

EMPYREAN diffractometer, operated at 40 kV and 40 mA with Co Kα source (λ = 0.1789 nm). 

The XRD profiles for all the designed alloys were obtained in a 2θ range from 30° to 110°. The 

XRD tests for the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr and Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys were performed at a scan speed 

of 0.011°/s with a step size of 0.013°, whereas the XRD tests for the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-

xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys were performed at a scan speed of 0.016°/s with a step size of 0.013° and a 

scan speed of 0.011°/s with a step size of 0.003° respectively. The size of the slits used in the XRD 

tests was selected (based on sample diameter and minimum scan angle) in such a manner that the 

area of the XRD beam spot remained smaller than the surface area of the sample and therefore, the 

XRD beam spot did not spill out of the surface area of the sample during XRD tests. The XRD 

peaks were matched with JCPDS powder diffraction files for the phase and structural parameters.  

The lattice parameters (a) corresponding to the β phase peaks were calculated using equation (4.1) 

[144]: 

ɑ =
𝜆√ℎ2+𝑘2+𝑙2

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
       (4.1) 

where 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength, (h, k, l) are the miller indices of the diffraction planes and 𝜃 is 

the Bragg angle. To obtain the precise a of the β phase, the calculated a values corresponding to 

the β phase peaks were first plotted against the Nelson-Riley function ((cos2θ/sinθ) + (cos2θ/θ)) [5, 

144]. The trendline obtained from the plotted values of a was then extrapolated to find the value 

of the a at θ=90◦ [144] and then the a value obtained after extrapolation (at θ=90◦) was considered 

to be the respective a of the alloy. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using a FEI Verios XHR 460 for the 

microstructure analyses. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) quantitative point analyses 

and EDX elemental mapping were performed using an Oxford Instruments X-Max SDD detector 

which is equipped with a FEI Verios XHR 460. From the SEM images, the Vf of the constituent 

phases present in all the designed alloys were estimated using ImageJ software. For the Ti-35Zr-

5Fe-xMn alloys, the Vf of the phases present in the alloys were also estimated using integrated 

areas of the diffraction peaks corresponding to the phases present [23, 36]. The integrated areas of 

the diffraction peaks were obtained using a peak fitting program of Origin software with a Pearson 
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VII function [145]. The Vf of the β (Vf, β) and C14 (Vf, C14) phases from the integrated areas of the 

diffraction peaks were estimated using equations (4.2) and (4.3) respectively [23, 36, 45]. 

𝑉𝑓,   𝛽 =
𝐴𝛽

𝐴𝐶14+𝐴𝛽
        (4.2) 

𝑉𝑓,   𝐶14 =
𝐴𝐶14

𝐴𝐶14+𝐴𝛽
        (4.3) 

where 𝑉𝑓,   𝛽 and 𝑉𝑓,   𝐶14 are the volume fractions and 𝐴𝛽 and 𝐴𝐶14 are the total integrated areas 

(including all the peaks), corresponding to β and C14 phases respectively. 

For Ti-35Zr-5Fe-6Mn (wt%) and Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr (wt%), transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and EDX were performed using a JEOL JEM-

2100 microscope. Specimens for TEM were prepared from the 3 mm discs by electropolishing in 

a mixture of ethanol and perchloric acid with a respective proportion of 9:1 by volume at a 

temperature of -30 ○C with an electrode voltage of 30–90 V [146]. 

The XRD line profile analyses were carried out to estimate dislocation density of the β phase after 

compression testing using equation (4.4) which was derived based on the Williamson-Smallman 

method [147-149]. 

𝜌𝑑 =  
2√3 𝜉

𝐷𝑏
        (4.4) 

where 𝜌𝑑 is dislocation density, 𝜉 is lattice strain, 𝐷 is crystallite size and 𝑏 is burgers vector, 𝑏 =

(𝑎/2) √ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2 for bcc and fcc crystal structures (where a is lattice parameter and h, k and l 

are miller indices) [3]. The values of lattice strain and crystallite size were estimated using equation 

(4.5) suggested by Williamson and Hall [150-153] based on the broadening of XRD peaks. 

𝐵𝑆𝑡 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =
𝑘𝜆

𝐷
+ 2𝜉 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃      (4.5) 

where 𝐵𝑆𝑡 is broadening of XRD peaks that has occurred due to lattice strain and crystallite size, 

𝜃 is diffraction angle of a peak, 𝑘 is constant (~ 1), 𝐷 is crystallite size and 𝜉 is lattice strain. The 

broadening of peaks can usually be measured in terms of a full-width half maximum, FWHM, 

which is a width of a peak (in radians) at the half of the maximum intensity of a peak. However, 
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the total broadening of XRD peaks usually occurs due to crystallite size, lattice strain as well as 

due to the instrument used in a XRD test according to equation (4.6) [151, 152]. 

𝐵𝑂 =  𝐵𝑆𝑡 +  𝐵𝐼       (4.6) 

where 𝐵𝑂 is the observed/total broadening of peaks, 𝐵𝑆𝑡 is the broadening of peaks that occurs due 

to lattice strain and crystallite size and 𝐵𝐼  is the broadening of peaks that occurs due to the 

instrument used. This means that 𝐵𝐼 should be subtracted from 𝐵𝑂 in order to obtain the value of 

𝐵𝑆𝑡. The value of  𝐵𝐼 can be obtained from the observed peak broadening that occurs in a standard 

LaB6 sample provided by the manufacturer of the diffractometer. The values of 𝐵𝑆𝑡 in the present 

work were obtained directly from Highscore software provided by the manufacturer of the 

diffractometer, which gives the values of 𝐵𝑆𝑡 after subtracting𝐵𝐼. According to the Williamson-

Hall plot [150-152], the values of 𝐵𝑆𝑡 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 were plotted against the values of 2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 for the peaks 

associated with the β phase. The crystallite size was then estimated using the value of y-intercept 

and the lattice strain was estimated from the slope of the Williamson-Hall plot [151, 152]. The 

dislocation densities in the β phase for each alloy (after compression testing) were estimated 

considering the burgers vector, b = (a/2) <111> [154]. 

 

4.3. Mechanical characterization 

4.3.1. Compression testing 

For all the designed alloys, compression tests were performed at ambient temperature on at least 

three cylindrical samples at a crosshead speed of 0.1 mm/min using an Instron 5982 universal 

testing machine. The cylindrical samples with 8 mm in diameter and 15 mm length were used in 

compression testing of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys, whereas the cylindrical samples with 4.5 mm 

in diameter and 8 mm length were used in compression testing of the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-

5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys. Prior to compression tests, both end faces of each cylindrical 

sample were ground such that these faces became flat, perpendicular to the loading direction as 

well as parallel to each other. For all the designed alloys, the values of 0.2% compressive yield 

strength, plastic strain and ultimate compressive strength were calculated from the engineering 

stress-strain curve and the average values of properties were considered. A clip-on extensometer 

was used to obtain elastic modulus of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys. 
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4.3.2. Hardness testing 

For the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, Vickers micro-hardness 

testing was carried out on a polished specimen of each alloy using a Zwick Roell ZHU micro-

hardness testing machine at a load of 5 kgf and at a dwell time of 30 s. At least eight measurements 

of micro-hardness were taken for each alloy and then the average value of hardness was  considered 

for each alloy. Optical microscopy (OM) was performed using a Zeiss Axiocam to analyze the 

elasto-plastic deformation mechanisms around the micro-hardness indentations of the Ti-27Nb-

7Fe-xCr and Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn alloys. Moreover, the bonding-interface technique was used to 

study the subsurface deformation features of the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-6Mn (wt%), Ti-35Zr-5Fe-8Mn 

(wt%) and Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr (wt%) [155, 156]. 

To obtain elastic modulus and hardness of the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys, nanoindentation tests were 

carried out on a polished sample (approximately 4.5 mm in diameter and 1.2 mm long) using a 

Hysitron TI-950 TriboIndenter with a Berkovich indenter. A total of 10 indentations were taken at 

random places covering maximum surface area of the samples with a maximum force of 10 mN.  

4.3.3. Fracture analyses 

For the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, the Fracture analyses 

were carried out on the samples after compression testing using a FEI Verios XHR 460 scanning 

electron microscope in order to obtain the information about fracture, deformation and shear band 

patterns. To examine the shear band patterns and crack propagation, a sample after compression 

testing of each investigated alloy was cut first into two halves, where one of these two halves was 

polished. Furthermore, a sample after compression testing was carefully cleaned to analyze the 

fractured morphologies on the outer surfaces and/or to obtain the information on dimples. 
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Chapters 5 to 9 are not included in this version of the thesis.  

These Chapters have been published, and are listed on the ECU Repository.  
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Chapter 10.  Summary and future work 

This chapter summarizes the concluding remarks of the present research as well as provides 

recommendations for the future work. 

10.1. Summary 

In the present work, the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys have been designed for surgical implant 

applications considering the performance and cost parameters, whereas the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-

35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys have been designed for high-strength applications. 

Inexpensive β stabilizing elements such as Fe, Cr and Mn have been used in the investigated alloys 

to further improve the performance of the designed alloys. Following are the concluding remarks 

of the present work. 

1) In the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys, the alloying of Cr renders a dual phase microstructure 

composed of a dominant β and a small amount of orthorhombic α'' formed in the Ti-27Nb-

7Fe alloy to a single β phase microstructure formed in the alloys containing Cr. None of 

the investigated alloys fail until the load reaches to 100 kN and all demonstrate impressive 

maximum compressive strength (~2 GPa) as well as plastic strain (> 26%). Among the Ti-

27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys, the highest plastic strain (40.3%) is found in Ti-27Nb-7Fe, whereas 

the lowest Young’s modulus (72 GPa) is achieved in Ti-27Nb-7Fe-8Cr. The Ti-27Nb-7Fe-

xCr alloys with a single β phase show a greater number of slip bands in the morphologies 

around the Vickers indentation than the Ti-27Nb-7Fe alloy with a dual phase 

microstructure. 

2) In the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys, Ti-33Zr-3Fe-2Cr retains a complete β phase in the 

microstructure, whereas the rest of the investigated Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys show dual 

phase microstructures including C15 type Laves and β phases. Moreover, a C14 type Laves 

and β phases feature in the microstructures of all the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn alloys. The volume 

fraction of C15 and C14 type Laves phases increase as the quantities of Fe and Cr increase 

in the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr alloys and the quantities of Mn increase in the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn 

alloys respectively. The mechanical properties are influenced by the volume fraction of the 

corresponding Laves phase present in the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr and Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn alloys. 
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The increase in the corresponding quantities of Fe, Cr and Mn in the Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr and 

Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn alloys produce solid solution and precipitation strengthening.  

3) It can be deduced that hcp C14 and fcc C15 type Laves phases produce strong strengthening 

effects in the β titanium matrix. Hence, the deformation and strength characteristics of C14 

(hcp) and C15 (fcc) type Laves phases have been investigated using an indentation method 

in the Ti-35Zr-5Fe-6Mn and Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr alloys respectively. It has been found that 

the C15 type Laves phase deforms better than the C14 type Laves phase and therefore, the 

C15 type Laves phase contributes in enhancing bulk plasticity of an alloy. Further, an alloy 

with relatively high-volume fraction of Laves phase shows a smaller indentation-based 

deformation zone than an alloy with relatively low-volume fraction of Laves phase. 

4) The quantities of Zr and Sn have been varied in the Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys in order to obtain 

an improved trade-off between strength and plasticity by controlling the volume fraction 

of a C14 type Laves phase in the β matrix. The values of dislocation density increase as the 

volume fraction of C14 phase increases, which indicates the strong dislocation pinning 

ability of C14 type Laves phase. The volume fraction of Laves phase significantly 

influence the mechanical properties of the Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys, which is useful in 

achieving a wide range of strength and plasticity values. 

5) Fracture analyses reveal the hard nature of corresponding Laves phases present in the Ti-

33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys compared to soft β phase as 

the alloys comprising Laves phase fail in an intergranular mode. It has also been noticed 

that the microstructure, mechanical and fracture properties correlate with one another.  

6) The Ti-33Zr-xFe-yCr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-xMn and Ti-xZr-7Fe-ySn alloys exhibit yield strength 

from 1048 to 1580 MPa, ultimate compressive strength from 1498 to 2140 MPa and plastic 

strain from 2.6 to 33.6%. Interestingly, the β matrix is useful to enhance the bulk plasticity 

of the Laves phase alloys.  

7) Finally, based on the results obtained in the present work, it can be inferred that Ti-27Nb-

7Fe-8Cr possesses a better blend of required properties for biomedical applications, 

whereas the Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-8Mn and Ti-35Zr-7Fe-2Sn alloys possess a 

better blend of strength characteristics for high-strength structural applications. 
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10.2. Recommendations for the future work 

This thesis answers all the research questions presented in this work. However, further 

investigations are still required to examine other necessary properties of the investigated alloys 

and/or to further improve the properties of the investigated alloys. The following are 

recommendations for the future work on the designed alloys. 

1) Investigating the corrosion resistance and wear resistance properties of all the studied 

alloys. The corrosion resistance properties of the Ti-27Nb-7Fe-xCr alloys (in the simulated 

body fluid) are useful in biomedical applications, whereas the corrosion properties of the 

Ti-33Zr-7Fe-4Cr, Ti-35Zr-5Fe-8Mn and Ti-35Zr-7Fe-2Sn alloys (in the sea water) are 

useful in aerospace, automobile and chemical industries. Further, the wear resistance 

properties are useful for biomedical and high-strength structural applications because poor 

wear resistance leads to failure of the alloys. 

2) Investigating the fatigue properties of all the studied alloys. The fatigue properties of all 

the studied alloys are useful in studying the behavior of these alloys during the 

cyclic/fluctuating loading conditions depending on the end application of an alloy. 

3) Investigating the tensile properties of all the studied alloys is useful for all engineering and 

biomedical applications as the tensile properties are considered more reliable than the 

compressive properties. 

4) Investigating the fracture toughness properties of all the studied alloys, which are useful 

for biomedical as well as high-strength structural applications. 

5) Producing the studied alloys using selective laser melting and spark plasma sintering to 

further improve their mechanical behavior. 

6) Processing of the studied alloys using heat treatment and work hardening techniques such 

as hot rolling, cold rolling, annealing and forging to further improve their mechanical 

behavior. 
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